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ABSTRACT 
OBJECTIVES: This research examines the question "Why Invest in the 
Venezuelan Petroleum and Petrochemical Industries in 1996 ? I 1 .  It has been prepared for 
the assistance of investors interested in participating with or assisting Petroleos de 
Venezuela in the creation of opportunities for expansion, both domestically and 
internationally, forthe ,.,. :.:.:.:.. Venezuelan petroleum industry. 
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CHAPTER I - STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
A. INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM. 
Why Invest In i%e Venez~~elan Petrole~rm And Petrochemical Industries In 1996 ? 
The Venezuelan petroleum and petrochemical industries continues to  play 
significant roles in today's global energy markets. Continued growth of energy needs, 
through the long term, coupled with Venezuela's huge hydrocarbon resources, will create 
opportunities for.i;i&pansion, .:I:: A .:. both domestically and internationally, for the Venezuelan 
. . . . . . . . 
.... 
. ..:........ .. 
.. .. .. 
. . . . . . . . . 
.... 
than 62 billion ba 
reserves are made up of condensat 
degrees API) which are proces 
remaining 70% are composed main1 rudes of gravity lower 
than 14 degrees API which requ refineries in order t o  
obtain the larger proportion of light 
I t  is believed that another 30 billi ventional condensate and light 
and medium crudes can be added through h ture  exploration and enhanced oil recovery 
projects. Venezuela's frontier areas, know for containing some of the largest sedimentary 
deposits in the world, will require special technologies to deal with problems such as deep 
formations and complex geological formations. 
Venezuela has the world's largest reserves of extra-heavy crudes and bitumen. 
Approximately 1.25 trillion barrels are estimated to be in place along the northern bank of 
the Orinoco River in an area often referred to as "La Faja". 
VSA and the Venezuelan government have pursued and ambitious 
eloping the country's enormou 
B. GENERAL 
OPPORTUNITIES. 
Why Invest in the Venez~iel~n P 
Venezuela's extensive reso 
64 billion barrels, the largest outside th largest in the world. 
Moreover, the Orinoco Belt, a gian il and natural province 
in central Venezuela, contains 1.25 t r ~  hich 270 billion 
barrels are economically recoverable us ombined, conventional 
reserves and the Orinoco Belt total ove rels, the largest hydrocarbons 
resource in the world. In addition, the nation's natural gas reserves total over 4 trillion 
cubic meters (140 trillion cubic feet), and proved reserves in the Guasare coal mines 
exceed 6 billion metric tons. 
To meet the challenges of rising energy demand foreseen for the 21st century, 
PDVSA has embarked on a plan to accelerate the development of the country's energy 
resources. This will be achieved through major investment in exploration and production, 
upgrading current refineries to  handle heavier crudes, increasing access to  international 
... :.:..: 
..... 
markets, and f o r d &  ... . . . . . . . . . strategic associations with international companies to  produce and 
C. SPECIFIC BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEM: OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN VENEZUELA. 
Why Invest in the Venezzielnn Petrole~im and Petrochemical Industries in 1996 ? 
Venezuela offers a variety of investment opportunities for private, domestic and 
s in the areas of extra heavy crude and bitumen production, natural 
ivating and development of marginal oil fields. 
In the petrochemical sector, 
licensing agreements with more 
international investors the opport 
projects. 
The reactivating and develop 
contracts is another area open to outsid ts have been contracted 
to  international majors and consortia. B e fields into full production, 
PDVSA seeks to raise production capacity by approximately 430,OO barrels per day by the 
end of this decade. 
The corporation's most recent initiative is the opening of ten exploration areas t o  
private sector investors for participation in hydrocarbons exploration and production 
activities in association with a new PDVSA subsidiary. 
D. DEFINITION OF TERMS: 
WHY I N V E S T  I N  THE VENEZUELAN PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL 
I N D U S T R I E S  I N  1996 ? 
CHAPTER I1 - LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. GENERAL REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
"Why Invest in the VenezI~eIan Petroleum and Petrochen~ical Ind~~stries in 1996 ?" 
1. Introduction to the general review of the Literature. 
Venezuela lies atop some of the most prolific sedimentary basins in the world. 
..+:::<:;:: 
: .:. ...,.... 
Although ... :/:.. small ... crude oil production existed as early as 1878, the industry really 
The majority of the nation's population is concentrated in the coastal mountain 
region and in the regions of petroleum, mining and industrial development. Estimated 
population at the end of March 1994 was 21.1 million. Approximately 800,000 foreign 
citizens reside in the country. Venezuela's largest city, and the political, commercial, 
communications and cultural center, is Caracas, with a population of 3.7 million. 
Maracaibo, near the nation's most important petroleum field and richest agricultural area, 
is the second largest city, with a population estimated at 1.6 million. 
f Venezuela is comprised of 21 states, a federal district, one federal 
s. The nation has been ruled 
Exporting Countries (OPEC), the 
Latin American Integration Associ 
3. Business and investment enviro 
One of the riches developing 
$2,150 which is among the highest in the an abundance of largely 
untapped natural resources including miner r and vast amounts of water for 
hydroelectricity. The Venezuelan economy benefits from a highly trained professional 
class, under which thousands of young Venezuelans studied abroad. 
Market improvements in the Venezuelan economy have occurred in recent years as 
a result of the government's implementation of free market policies and programs to  
improve competition. A wide variety of companies has been privatized, which has reduced 
government deficits and increased national development. In addition, tax reform and the 
elimination of foreign investment restrictions are making Venezuela a desirable location 
export industries, particularly i 
advantage due to  the availability 
strongly promoting investment in 
foreign companies in order to obt nology and commercial 
outlets. 
5.  Work force and technology. 
PDVSA and its subsidiaries are equal opportunity employers, with nearly 
53,000 employees worldwide. Close to 47,000 work in Venezuela, of whom 
approximately one third are university graduates with degrees in engineering and other 
areas. PDVSA devotes a significant effort to training and improvement courses for 
employees at all levels. CED,  the corporation's training center, organizes thousands of 
courses and workshops yearly. The Corporation also fbnds advanced study programs in 
Venezuela and overseas for managers, scientists and other professionals. 
Aside from the considerable experience gained over 80 years of operations, the 
<'*:$: 
Venezuelan oil i$&@try possesses great in depth technical knowledge in all aspects of the 
. ...... 
.. .. :. .... 
. . . . ..,:.:.. 
as of extra heavy crudes and 
dissatisfied with all 
sources have characterized the 
communication with the public a 
people were unprepared to  deal wi 
to open up and liberalize the nationa 
This efforts include removin 
rate, abolishing import licenses, lowerin ding, welcoming foreign 
investment, deregulation and privatization targeted at the banking, airline, 
shipping, steel and power industries 
7. Safety and environmental regulations. 
- One of the most stable political systems in South America: since 1958 all 
governments have been civilian and democratically elected. 
- The country has vast petroleum and mineral reserves. 
- Since the early 19801s, the economy has been badly hit by depressed oil prices. 
- The government has introduced a package of austerity and trade restructuring measures 
to  contain inflation, make local industry more competitive and refinance the foreign 
debt. 
- The government is taking active measures to counteract the recessionary effect of lower 
oil prices and foreign debt service. 
- Local manufacturing facilities capable of supplying much of the equipment required 
for new facilities and refineries. 
B. SPECIFIC REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Why Invest in the Venezi~elcnl Pefrolezm7 and Petrocheniical Industries in 1996 ? 
1. Introduction to  . ... the  specific review of the  Literature. 
..:.:.:. .: 
Venezuela has abundant resources, especially petroleum, mineral and hydroelectric 
power reserves. Petroleum production, together with refining and derived products, is the 
most important element in the economy. Since 1976 the state has operated this sector, the 
foreign investors was limited to providing technical assistance and technological services 
in the petroleum and iron ore sectors since the basic exploitation of these resources was 
reserve to  the state. But now the petroleum environment has changed, foreign companies 
can fully participate in contracts of associations or ventures with PDVSA and its affiliates 
to  exploit and refine heavy and extra heavy crudes and natural gas as approved by The 
Venezuelan Congress. 
...... 
.::::.:::..:: 
. . . . . . .  ::>::..: :., ::: 
........ 
............ 
.............. 
4. Opportunities through strategic associations. 
Venezuela is an excellent center for trade due to  its strategic location in the 
American continent, centered between South, Central and North America and the 
Caribbean. To  accommodate the sort of expansion planned, PDVSA and the Venezuelan 
government have indicated a desire to participate in fbrther integration with major global 
petroleum companies. What this basically implies, is not just a continued effort to seek 
joint ventures with foreign refineries, but also to encourage the formation of private joint 
ventures in Venezuela. Some benefits of the collaborative efforts between PDVSA and 
........... 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.: joint venture pam@are:  
. . ... . 
. ... 
.. . 
Pequiven participates in all aspects of business, from finding and developing raw 
materials, to  supplying products and services to  customers. An ambitious five-year 
expansion program is underway that will expand and diversie Pequiven's business and 
will position the company to  increase its petrochemical products from internal markets, 
and will position the company to increase its petrochemical business in international 
markets. 
Some current regulations which are of interest to  prospective foreign investors: 
- Foreign equity investment no longer requires prior approval by the Superindency 
of Foreign Investment (SEX).  
- Restrictions have been removed on dividend remittance and capital repatriation. 
Dividends also are now tax-free. 
- A Venezuelan corporation characterized as mixed or entirely foreign-owned now 
may have access to  short, medium and long-term domestic credit. 
- Foreign investors can enjoy the same benefits and advantages as local investors. 
7. Accounting principles. 
investor might find helpful. 
1 .  What risk of natio~ialization do im)estors face ? 
While nationalization of the country's petroleum industry occurred in 1976, it 
should be pointed out that nationalization occurred when the major oil concessions were 
due to  expire and was based on negotiated agreements signed with the concessionaires. 
rent business and political environment significantly reduces the 
in. Venezuela has moved towa 
15%. Production u 
quota reductions. Investors in pro 
define the terms under which any 
3. Can foreign oil companies lega 
Article V of the Venezuel 
may enter into associations with PD 
are approved by Congress. No  congressi 
in the petroleum industry and petrochemical r t ventures with the industry. 
4. Which projects does PDVSA want to pursue and in what time frame ? 
PDVSA's medium and long term plans create significant opportunities in many 
areas for investors and suppliers. 
5.  Are there czirrency restrictions or taxes related fo the cash flows to or from foreign 
operations ? 
. .. 
.. ... . .,., 
. .. .. . .  . 
. ..... .. . 
.. .. .. 
..,,.,:... ~estricti'ki&;i;have been removed on dividend remittances and capital repatriations 
...... 
many types of imports. 
9. Do foreign oil companies have to use Venezuelan labor ? 
Venezuela's labor laws require that at least 90% of all workers be Venezuelan 
citizens. 
10. Is there any protection from misappropriation of proprietary technology brought into 
Venezuela ? 
....... 
...... 
. .., :...: ..., .:., 
. . . . . . . 
,,While a ~$$~urrentl~ exists relating to trade names and patents, there is proposed 
..,.:.::.: 
petrochemical projects are taxed at a maximum rate of 30%. Projects involving light and 
medium crudes are taxed at a rate of 60%. 
14. Are there taxes other thnn those on income or production which could significantly 
redzice profits from Venezuelan operations ? 
While the income tax is the most significant tax, the impact of other taxes, such as 
exploration, consumption and municipal taxes, should also be evaluated before making any 
investment decision. Various proposed taxes such as a value-added tax and a tax on fixed 
assets could impact the profitability of investment in Venezuela. 
WHY INVEST I N  THE VENEZUELAN PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES I N  1996 ? 
CHAPTER I11 - METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
METHODS 
WHY I N V E S T  I N  THE VENEZUELAN PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES I N  1996 ? 
CHAPTER IV - RESULTS 
RESULTS 
The interview determined some usefil answers to some of the questions that 
WHY I N V E S T  I N  THE VENEZUELAN PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES I N  1996 ? 
DISCUSSION - CONCLUSIONS 
CONCLUSION 
The purpose of this research is to reiterate Venezuela's desire to  be a nation open 
t o  the world, friendly with all nations, and to  show the opportunities Venezuela can offer 
during these accelerated exploration programs, especially in these times of crisis and deep 
... ::;::::::. 
changes. At pres@&$~:i~enezuela ... . . . : ... ::.: is more aware than ever of its own dificulties, but at the 
to find solutions to  the problem 
how large it is. Many industries ar 
achieve lower costs and higher b 
down the invasion of superior go 
like PDVSA (Venezuela) has acco 
At the same time, global mark 
unstable governments, protectionism ba mmunication adaptation 
cost, and other factors of risk that PDVSA entering foreign countries, t o  gain 
foreign but profitable markets. The international product life cycle suggest that 
comparative advantage in many industries will move from high cost to  low cost countries, 
and companies cannot simply stay domestic and expect to maintain their markets. Given 
the potential gains and risk of international marketing, companies need a systematic way 
to  make intelligent international marketing decisions. 
The first step is to understand the international marketing environment, particularly 
the international trade system. In considering a particular foreign market, its economy, 
...... 
political, legal, $$&ultural characteristics must be assessed. Second, the company must 
....... :.. 
. . . . . . . . 
.... .. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. ..... 
..., 
... 
ign to  total sales to  seek, wheth 
Industry, it is a good opportunity 
bidding rounds which would ma 
companies t o  participate in this int 
Venezuela and bring to  the differen 
outlets and financial backup whic 
investors to  accelerate exploration an 
audi Arabia as the first supplier of 
oil to  the United States. On the Venezuelan side, there is also a new awareness that the 
country, even though it had made a success of oil nationalization, is handicapped in trying 
t o  do it alone. Capital and World class technology would be available only through 
association with foreign investors. It is all part of the globalization of trade and investment 
sweeping the world in the post-war era. 
WHY I N V E S T  I N  THE VENEZUELAN PETROLEUM AND PETROCHEMICAL 
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APPENDICES 
I PDVSA subsidiary Maraven and Conoco sign $3 bln extra-heaw crude oil deal 
Gonsco ink 
partnership 
By Peta Cole first major joint venture synthetic crude that will be  
Daily Journal Staff involring a irading interna- shipped to Conoco's refinery 
rional 011 co~yvration in the at Lake Charles. Louisiana in 
Petroleos lie Venezuela counny's petroleum industry. the 'nited States. 
S.h (PDVS.\) subsidiary Jlar- nationalized almost 20 years Over the first four years of 
aven and Conoco. a unit ago. the so-called strategic associ- 
of DuPont. have siened a JIaraven and Conoco now ation between Maraven and 
-. - 
three-billion-dollar dial Fri- 
day to produce. upgrade and 
market extra-heaxy' crude oil 
fro111 Venezueia's virtually 
untapped Orinoco oil belt. 
which contains one of the 
world's largest oil deposits. 
The deal. which has a Life- 
span of 33 years. marks the 
will proceed to forn~ a d x e d  
company called Petrozuata 
that will produce some 
120.000 barrels per day of 
hard-to-market nine-degree 
exma-hem?- crudes from the 
Zuata region of the belt. That 
crude will be convertecl into a 
more \-ahable 21 degree ;\PI 
Conoco. an estimated $1.5 
billion will be invested. while 
an additional $1.5 billion will 
be invested during the pro- 
duction phase of the venture. 
The Zuata region of t h e  
belt contains approximately 
10 billion barrels of es t ra-  
healy crude oil resenres. only 
PRESIDENTS O F  CONOCO a n d  Maraven, Cons tan t ine  Nicandros  a n d  Emill 
Abouhamad, sign t h e  strategic association agreement t o  market  crudes  from t 
Orinoco oil belt. (Courtesy photb 
a small portion of the belt's 
total  270 billion barrels of 
recoverable crude resemes. 
The formal signing ceremo- 
ny of the venture was held at 
Maraven's Caracas headquar- 
ters with Conoco's outgoing 
Chief Executive Officer Con- 
stantine Nicandros and Mar- 
aven president Emilio Abou- 
hamad signing the  docu- 
ments. 
"The signing of the agree- 
ment means not only a union 
of the strengths of two corpo- 
rations, but also a clear sign 
that the investors are corn- 
mitt ing their  capital t o  a 
- 
sound  project  and futt- 
agreements," said AbouL 
mad, whose company horn 
to eventually work out sb 
lar deals with other fore: 
oil companies. The Marav 
president said the  vent1 
eventually will generate 
See MARAVEN, Page 3 
1UIII.I ,I,O)II,1 
Nola lcrceros 
I 
CONOCO PRESIDENT Constatine Nicandros addresses 
the gathering after Maraven and Conoco signed a deal to 
produce some 120,000 bpd of extra-heavy crudes from the 
Zuata region of the Orinoco oil be l t  (Courtesy photo) 
' 
' 
1 
I 
Maraven and Conoco sign 
extra-heavy crude oil deal 
.From Page 1 bank to anangt! financing is 
I-stitnatccl $260 !nillion a r x p e c t e d  to b r  s e l ec t ed .  
y r w  ill rlrw oil rrvrnrres. (:itil)ank c:urrrnlly is advis- 
"This nrw rn1it.y will use ing Mnravcll and (:onoco on 
tltr~ tc*c:li~~ol~~gy anrl c*xl)c.ri- c?xt.crnal financ:ing lnattrrs. 
i rncc of 1111th romp;ulicss nnrl The* i nitial c.ngillrc-riltg 
I .  IS rl~bsigttc-el : I I I ~ I  ( .o~~slnlr ' t .~~d S ~ . : L ~ P S  o r  t.11~. 11r11jce.t arc, 
' 1  I I :  w i l l ~ i  I l i s t  sc: l~c~cl~tl~~tl  Tor M:trc.ll I!)!)(;. 
1 I I I ~ ~ I ~ I ~ : I ~ ~ I I I I ~  I s t y  wllilv I I I I *  lirsl s1:lgc.s I I T  Ilro- 
i u,i l l~i l l  1111. ( ~ I I V ~ ~ I I I ~ ~ I I I ~ I I ~ . , "  11111.tio1t : tr~- SI:IIIVI lor l!t!)X / r Y 1 1  N i~ . : t t~ r l l r~ s .  \ v i l l ~  TIIII  ~ I ~ ~ ) I I I I ~ I ~ I I I I  lowittg 
" W I ~  ;tr~. Icloltillg Ir~rv:~r~ls  11y I!)!)!). I 1111, Slllltn- ill SI-:I~I.II:II I I I W  AII ~ I I V I ~ S ~ I I I I V I ~ .  ~d$!)Oll 11ti1- 
; ~ ~ I I I I I I I I I I I ~ I ~ I ~ S  111 P X ~ I I ~ I ~ I ,  :it111 li1111 will I)I* I I I ; I I~I*  111 11ttiI1l :I 
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Elemr r i~o  d r  trnngen Nota propla 
Asunlo clave ~ . - . - -. . . Nota Mceros 
Maraven set to earn $260 mln I through Conoco joint venture 
By Nigel Cumberbatch 
DJ DevuW Editor 
ket solne 120,000 barrels a 
day of low-quality nine- 
degree M I  extraheavy crude 
from the Orinoco Oil Belt. 
That crude will be converted 
into a more valuable 21- 
degree API synthetic crude 
for processing at a Conoco 
refinery a t  Lake Charles, 
Louisiana in the  United 
States. 
During the official signing 
cerenlony of the  strategic 
association deal at Maraven's 
Caracas headquarters, Cono- 
co's outgoing chief executive 
officer Constantine Nican- 
dros declined t o  provide 
details ragnrding his compn- 
ny's projected earnings from 
the deal. 
Maravcn president Emilio 
Abouharnad told reporters, 
however, that his company 
cxprcts to o1)tain yrarly prof- 
its anlollnting t o  approxi- 
n~atcly %GO n~illion once the 
~)roic*rt gncs or! strean~. 
Asitle from t.11~ sLrat.cgic 
z%socintio~~, (:ot~oco, n worltl 
It-ntlvr in tcrhnololy for relin- 
ing I~c!;~vy (!rl~clc*s, also is 
loi)kir~g ;it st*vi>r:~l otl~(,r 1)tlsi- 
Maraven st.antls to earn 
approxin~ately $LGO rnillion a 
ness opportunities in Vene- 
zuela where the  s ta te  oil 
industry is rapidly opening its 
doors  t o  private foreign 
investments. 
Conoco already has nailed 
down a seperate deal with 
Bitumenes Orinoco S.A. 
(Bitor), Petrdleos de  Vene- 
zuela S.A. (PDVSA) sub- 
sidiary responsible for the 
manufacture and marketing 
of Venezuela's trademark 
boiler fuel known as Orimul- 
sion, which competes direct- 
ly with coal in electricity gen- 
erating plants. 
That deal involves two for- 
eign con~pan ies ,  a private 
Venezuelan consortium and 
Bitor to form a mixed conlpa- 
ny aimed a t  exporting orinlul- 
sion mainly t o  the  United 
States. 
Conoco will hold a 35 per- 
cent stake in that joint ven- 
ture, which also involves Sta- 
toil of Norway with 20 per- 
cent, Inversiones .Iantiis, a 
Vc!nezuela~~ consort inn^ co~n- 
prising (;rrtpc~ J:msa mltl IYc 
tr;d T6rnlic::t wit.tl 10 1)erccnt.. 
I3itr)r will I~olcl the* re~l~aining 
! 
1 
! 
I 
I 
stock. The 1)roposecl mixed 
company will invest approxi- 
mately SEU n~illion over a IT* 
month period t o  construct 
and operate a new orimulsion 
production module in the 
Orinoco oil belt 
The facility is expected to 
boost Venezuela's orimulsion 
production capacity by some 
100,000 barrels a day equiva- 
lent from the end of 1996, or 
begining in 1997. 
Approximately four million 
barrels a year equivalent 
from the additional output 
will be exported to the Flori- 
da Power and Light Company 
in the United States under a 
20-year supply contract 
signed last year. 
Orimulsion 'is a natural ex- 
tension" of Conoco's power 
supply bnsinexq, the compn- 
ny's cxrcutivc. vic:i! ~)msitlent 
Robert McKee said. 
Conoco also has expressed 
kecw int,erest, in a PDVSA- 
sponsorrcl inti.r~~:~l.ional tc!n- 
clcr for so-nlllctl profil-shar- 
ing ro11t.r:tct.s for 11l)Str~~lIl 
activil i t~s i l l  10 r~n t . a l~ [~c~t l  
11lt1c.k~. 
yrar Iron1 its multi-billion- 
dollar joint venture with 
Conoco, scheduled to go 
onstream in 1998 when pro- 
duction begins. 
Conoco, on the other hand, 
has not nlade public its prw 
jected earnings fro111 the (leal, 
but industry sources  have 
said its profits could at, least 
double the anlount its Vene- 
z u ~ l a n  partner expects to 
obtain. 
Cnnoro 'h.m a prrtty good 
deal" because it will benefit 
t)otll from the joint venture 
operations in Venezuela as  
well a s  from refining and 
marketing the  Venezuelan 
crrrdes in thr  Unilrd St.ates. 
;UI il~tllwlry source said. 
Ilntlrr the stratrgic ~%qr~c:i- 
n t i o ~ ~  will1 Marnvrn sig~~c.tl 
Frirl:~y, (:onoc:o ant1 hlnr;~vc!n 
will 1111l(l ;UI (>c111:1l : I I I I~ I I I I I~ .  of 
sl~:lrc!s i l l  n niSw colnp:lny 
i~nlli~tl 1'c.l rtrzu:lt;l lo c*xlr:lrl. 
tr;111~11ort. 11pgr:1(11. ;III(I III:II'- 
. . 
'I 
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Mobil and DuPont consortia 
win first two oil opening blocks 
.From Page 1 
long time," said Mobil Latin 
America Business Ventures 
president Ronald Wilson. 
Aside from the La Ceiba 
block. Mobil is developing a 
wide-ranging strategy for  
additional investments in the 
country's oil industry. Cur- 
rently, Mobil is involved in 
ventures linked to the pro- 
duction and marketing of 
lubricants and is finalizing a 
one-billion-dollar strategic 
association with PDVSA sub- 
sidiary Maraven for produc- 
ing and upgrading rxt ra-  
heavy crudes in the Orinoco 
Oil Belt. Mobii also reported- 
ly has been seriously looking 
at the domestic gasoline mar- 
ket. 
Wilson t,old the Daily Jour- 
nal he felt the La Ceiba block, 
covering a n  a rea  of some 
1,793 square kilometers on 
the east coast of Lake Mara- 
ra ibo,  may prove t o  have 
large oil fields, but he  
stopped short of saying how 
much oil his conipany ex- 
pected to find in that area. 
H O W ~ V ~ F ,  oil industry 
sources  sa id  the La Ceiba 
block may contain anywhere 
between 300 million and 800 
million barrels of light and 
medium grade crude re- 
serves. 
Mobil holds 50 percent of 
t h e  consortium, while i t s  
partners Veba Oel has 30 per- 
cent and Nippon Oil 20 per- 
cent. 
"We know the area quite 
well," said Wilson, whose 
company operated in the  
Zulia state region prior to the 
1976 nationalization of the oil 
industry. "With our bid, we 
showed we have a lot of con- 
fidence in finding oil." 
Once the bidding process 
is  completed on Fritlay. 
PDVSA will hand the profit- 
sharing contracts over to the 
Energy and Mines Ministry, 
which in turn will suhniit  
them t o  President Rafael 
Caldera and his cabinet of 
ministers. Subsequently, the 
contracts will br sent to Con- 
gress for approval. following 
which the winning ronipanies 
can begin operations. 
That vroctvlure cor~l t l  
However. looking down 
the road, oil industty sonrces 
said there stiU are several key 
issues that niust be rlarified 
before the foreign ronipafiies 
.actually begin pumping huge 
investment funds into opera- 
tions. Those issue include 
"clear rules  of the  game" 
regarding foreign currency 
accounting and municipal 
taxes. 
The Mobil e s rcu t ive ,  
whose company first b t p n  
operating in Venezuela in 
1934, underlined that his 
company would like to oper- 
ate within a system of a free 
foreign exchange market. 
"Free exchange and free 
rates are critical to us," Wil- 
son said. 
"We will have to clarify the 
imrre of ~~irlnicipnl taxes N I ~ I  
foreign t~sc.li:ingr ~naltc~rs." 
saitl oil inci~rst~y rsrct~tivt'. 
In totlay's rountl ol'hitltling. 
co~npanirs will pitch for the 
Guanare and Gulf of Paria 
East blocks. Tlic t rnder  is 
scheduled to conclude on Fri- 
day. 
Approxi~ii:rt~~ly. 110 c.otiil,:~- 
nirs I'roui :uc~r~nd tlit, worltl - 
only one Vrri~~zr~t~lnu - rwigi- 
nnllv exnrcssrd intercxsl in 
. . 
210BIL EXECUTIVES R o n a l d  Wilson a n d  F r a n k  mean that oprr:itions coi~ltl fht* tc*rittc~r Stiri~r 75 ec-t=nti~;~l- 
N r o c k  outline their  company's plans t o  develop t h e  start as early as the first quar- ly lire-qualifirtl lor the final 
I.:> Ceiha block. (DJ photo by Emanuele Sorge) terof 1997. round of hititline. 
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S U C R E  
MAPS of Gulf of Paria East (above) and Guanare oil 
exploration blocks which will be  auctioned today. 
FALCZX 
__ . 
._< - _  ,+ 
. M. 
The socxllrtl "oil opening" - will see  PDVSA's recr.ntly 
is c~spcctrcl to boost cnldr ail revived Corporac:icin Vc!nc,- 
~)rf)tli~c:tion I)y :it Irast 5OO.OOO zolatia tlrl P r t ro l ro  ((:VI') 
I,:II-rels pt'r (lay 11y the year sr~l)sitli:uy own 1111 I ( I  :is 1~t.r 
2005. ccttt of' tht, stoc:ks ntitl fort~ign 
.Joint. vcbntnrrs - wl~icli will i r~vrs lors  thc rcl~i~:~ining ti5 
need conzressional approval percent,. 
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. .. - * . , electra-Enron bid wins Gulf of Par: .r , ' 
-- -  ~~ - 
By Peta Cole 
Daily Journal Staff 
In an  uncontested bid, 
Inelectra of Venezuela in 
consortium with Enron In- 
ternational won the explo- 
ration and production rights 
on the Gulf of Paria West 
field in Petrbleos de Vene- 
zuela's weeklong tender for 
10 untapped areas. 
Qualif~ed for a 10 percent 
share, Inelectra in consor- 
tium with Emon Oil and Gas 
International who hold a 90 
percent stake as operator, 
was the only consortium to 
bid for the block offering a 
29 percent PEG (share of 
profits before tax). 
Enron Oil and Gas Inter- 
national vice president 
Horace Snyder said he felt 
the company was particular- 
ly well-suited to this block 
as  historically it has had a 
long involvement in gas 
exploration. The company is 
also strategically well- 
placed for the operations as 
they are involved in gas 
exploration in nearby 
Trinidad. ' 
Although the company 
expects to find mostly light- 
to medium-grade crudes, he 
said he was sure  there 
would also be gas compo- 
nents. 
Referring to the associa- 
tion with Inelectra he said, 
"we think the engineering 
components and the famil- 
iarity with the business 
community in Venezuela are 
going to be great assets for 
the corporation as a whole." 
He said the plan is to drill 
two wells with an estimated 
initial investment of $30 mil- 
lion. He added that the com- 
pany already has operations 
in Venezuela in downstream 
activities in the area of 
propylene. Inelectra presi- 
dent Jorge Rojas said, "we 
have den~onstrated that we 
Venezuelans can take part 
with the major oil compa- 
nies in t he  country's Oil 
Opening scheme." 
Three consortia bid on 
Corpoven's Guanare field, 
an area of 1,898 square kilo- 
meters with estimated re- 
serves of 800 million barrels 
located in central Venezuela 
on the rim of the Barinas 
basin. 
With a maximum PEG, 
offer of 50 percent, the win- 
ning consortium made up of. 
the French company Elf 
Aquitaine and the U.S. com- 
pany DuPont (Conoco) won 
over a bid of 21 percent 
PEG from the Argentine 
company Perez Companc 
S.A. and 11 percent PEG bid1 
by the consortium made up 
of U.S. company Atlantic 
Richfield and the Japanese 
company Idemitsu Kosan 
Co. Ltd. Oil companies facing complex legal issues not yet solved deleeation Aquitainevs  Venezuela h ad of 
.From Page 1 
several weeks ago by a 
group of citizens led by Cen- 
tral University of Venezuela 
(UCV) rector S i 6 n  Mufloz. 
Private oil companies will 
be faced with a wide-range 
of taxes, which include a 
16.67 percent royalty, o r  
exploitation tax, plus a 67.7 
percent hydrocarbons tax as 
well as a wholesale tax. But 
companies also are subject 
to a municipal tax levied on 
commercial or industrial 
activities, which vary be- 
tween 0.6 percent to 10 per- 
cent. 
Municipalities have wide 
autononly to  apply their 
taxes. 
Sources close to foreign 
companies have said the 
whole issue of taxes, and 
more specifically, municipal 
taxes are still unclear. 
'That matter should be 
clarified before operations 
begin," said one oil execu- 
tive, adding that "interna- 
tional companies like to see 
very clear rules of the game. 
It's like if you are going to 
be executed, you would like 
t o  know the date and the 
time." 
According to  the execu- 
tive, another crucial matter 
deals with dollar accounting, 
which still is unclear at this 
point. 
He said "one proposal on 
the table" involves the possi- 
bility of investing oil compa- 
nies be given a yet-to-be- 
determined tax holiday until 
their operations actually go 
onstreanl. 
Sources close to the gov- 
ernment have said a decree 
is being designed to  allow 
foreign companies operating 
in Venezuela to opt for dol- 
lar accounting a s  the 
nation's currency controls 
system is l i e d .  
Alan Viergutz, a former 
president of the Petroleum 
Chamber, noted Tuesday in 
his weekly column in The 
Daily Journal that 'by no  
means should we underesti- 
mate its (the oil opening) 
positive impact which will 
come at a good time for the 
country." 
Viergutz said 'matters 
such as the municipal taxes, 
exchange control rules and 
labor laws still need to be 
clarified or defined." 
But according to Viergutz, 
'the real test will come in 
two years after the explo- 
ration programs are well 
underway and the large 
investment decisions need 
to be made for the next step: 
creating the infrastructure 
t o  develop the production 
fields." 
"At that time, we would 
expect the winners of the 
bids to insiit on defining fur- 
ther the terms and condi- 
tions of the contract (and 
even renegotiate some 
aspects) before committing 
to important ammounts. The 
opening, as a result, can be 
construed more as a letter of 
intent," he said. 
Regarding the suits filed 
at the Supreme Court, sever- 
al oil executives have said a 
ruling on the matter at  this 
point would mean that once 
operations go onstream in 
the future there will be 
no legal difficulties to  be 
womed about. 
Energy and Mines Minis- 
ter Erwin Arrieta said the 
suits will have "no impact" 
on the oil opening scheme 
because "it was a majority 
decision taken by Congress" 
based on the law. 
"Today, nationalization is 
being consolidated," said 
Arrieta, noting that Vene- 
zuela today "is much differ- 
ent" from the rural country 
it was in the '40s and '50s 
when oil concessions were 
granted to  foreign oil com- 
panies. 
PDVSA president Luis 
Giusti also has expressed 
optimism that oil opening 
policy will turn out to be 
successfull and beneficial 
for Venezuela and that the 
lawsuits will not become an 
obstacle. 
"- ~~~ 
Pierre Marie ~ r ~ a n d  said, 
"we see Venezuela as a pri- 
ority in our world oil pro- 
gram." 
Although he would not 
specify how much the com- 
pany expected t o  invest, 
PDVSA's estimates on initial1 
investments are in the order 
of $30 million over the first 
five years. 
Corpoven's president 
Guillermo Archila said stud- 
ies have been done over the 
past few years, with one 
well yielding some 60,000 
barrels a day. 
Elf Aquitaine has said it 
plans to participate in fur- 
ther bids. 
With a 50 percent partici- 
pation on the Gumare field, 
this is the second block f i ~ r  
which Conoco has submit- 
ted a successful bid. 
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I Mobil and DuPont (Conoco) lead first two winning consortia in first day of oil opening 
Oil majors vote yes 
By Nigel Cnmberbatch 
DJ Deputy Editor 
International oil compa- 
nies handed Venezuela a fum 
vote of confidence Monday 
pledging mlllions of dollars 
on the first day of a public 
tender for profit-sharing con- 
tracts to enter upstream 
operations in the country's 
state-owned petroleum in- 
dustry. 
The comeback of foreign 
oil companies to the country 
just 20 years after the petro- 
leum industry was national- 
ized also coincided with the 
38th anniversary of Venezue- 
la's democracy and is expect- 
ed to breathe new life into 
the nation's battered econo- 
my. 
In a hotly-contested first 
day of bidding for the con- 
tracts, Mobil of the [Jnited 
States led a group of three 
companies that clinchcd the 
highly-attractive La Ceiba 
block, located in western 
Venezuela near Lake Mara- 
caibo, from a field of 11 
Paria West block, located off 
the country's nort,heastern 
coast in the Caribbean Sea. 
Mobil led the consortium 
that also included Veba Oel 
of Germany and Nippon Oil 
of Japan. Dupont (Conoco) 
competed unaccompanied. 
The Mobii-led group's win- 
ning bid was a 50 percent flat 
ore-tax orofitabilitv bonus. or 
PEG, pits an extrg bond of 
$103,999,999. 
That additional bonus, 
which is scheduled t,o be paid 
next week, almost doubled 
the offer from second-placed 
contender Shell-Exxon, 
which came in at $57,500,001. 
The less-attractive Gulf of 
Paria West block, the second 
tendered on Monday, went to 
Dupont (Conoco), which 
pledged a 50 percent pre-hu 
profitability bonus plus an 
extra bonus of $21,197,844 
from a field of four groups of 
con~panies that submitted 
bids. Its closest rival was 
Canadian Occidental-Numac 
(Canada)-Yukong (Korea)- 
Pedco (Korea) that offered 
minimum investment of 
between $40-$60 million per 
block. The investment com- 
pany will share profits with 
the Petr6leos de Venezuela 
S.k (PDVSA) subsidiary that 
originally held the block, but 
shoulder all exploration 
costs. 
PDVSA and Energy and 
Mines Ministry officials along 
with many executives from 
oil companies expressed sur- 
prise and contentment over 
the highly-positive response 
to the tender. 
Prominent government 
officials, private sector lead- 
ers, many from the Petrole- 
um Chamber and oil-related 
industries, and political lead- 
ers, as well as U.S. Ambas- 
sador Jeffrey Davidow at- 
tended the bidding ceremony 
at the Hotel Tamanaco. 
"This proves that the na- 
tionalization of the oil indus 
try was successIul," said 
Energy and Mines Minister 
Erwin Anieta 
"TI& may mean the begin- 
ins! of the end of the nation's 
PRESIDENT OF THE Venezuelan Oil Chamber Miguel Bocco, PDVSA President 
Luis Guisti and Energy and Mines Minister Erwin Arrieta joke after announcing. 
the winning bids. (DJ photo by Miguei Romero) 
- -~~ 
groups of companies, while an  additional bonus of economic and financial cri- The five-day tender for 10 areas," opens the door for the in Venezuela's oil industry. 
Dupont (Conoco) of the Unit,- $20,158,021. sis," said one PDVSA execu- untapped blocks around the return of foreign oil compa- "We expect to b.: here for : 
ed States secured the Gulf of The contracts call for a tive. country, known a s  "new nies to upstrean1 operations See MOBIL, Page 3 
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Bidding begins on PDVSA profit sharing 
By Pets Cole blocks PDVSA has put up for some 791 million barrels of 
Daily Jonrnal  S t .  tender. oil. 
'We will be investing in the Commenting on the general 
MobU of the United States region of $1 billion in Vene- conditions and prospects for 
plans to invest more than one zuela. We are here for the ' investment in the country, 
billion dollars in Venezuela in long term and have every con- Wilson said his company 'is 
coming years, company prest- fldence that the tetms will pleased to  see there have 
,dent for Lafh Amerlcan blrsl-: continue to Improve," Wilson been some Improvements 
'nees htures.Rondd Wllson said. over the last two years and 
!&lid ~ondss. . . "In the La Celba block we we expect to  see further 
I 'Mobit led a consortium have a work pro- of seis- improvements in the environ- 
including Veba Oel of Ger- mic exploration in three dif- mental area and exchange 
many and Nippon Oil of Japan ferent areas over the next five controls where there would 
that won the first block years,"hesaid be h e  market trade." 
Pelldleos Be Venkzuela S.A. ' In the consoitlunl, Mobil He said Mobil's investments 
.(PDvSA) tehdered on  ond day holds a 60 percent stake and would depend upon the p r e  
as it lahched its so-called oil will be the operating compa- jects and opportunities of- 
opening scheme based on ny, while its partner Veba Oel fered by Petr6leos de Vene- 
pmfl~haring contra&. hold 30 percent and Nippon zuela S.A. (PDVSA). 
The consortium bid suc- 011 20 percent. La Ceiba is "We can't say how much oil 
cessfully for the La Ceiba located near Lake Maracaibo well discover, but we hope it 
block, one of 10 untapped and has estimated reserves of will be substantial," he added 
- 
Asked to comment on a 
lawsuit recently presented to 
the Supreme Court claiming 
PDVSA's oil opening scheme 
is unconstitutional, the execu- 
tive said his company prefers 
to wait and see the outcome. 
'We are happy to win the 
block," he said. 
He also said Mobil expect 
ed to start operations at the 
La Ceiba block "as soon as 
Congress approves the con- 
tract" 
In Monday's bidding, Lag* 
ven's Gulf of Paria West 
block, with potential reserves 
of 600 mllllon barrels of oil, 
was offered in the. afternoon 
and won by DuPont (Cono- 
co), aRer an inltial tiebreak In 
the PEG, (share of profits 
before tax) by the four com- 
peting consortia 
Conoco narrowly won the 
bid over the consortta Canadi- 
an Occidental, Numac, Yu- 
kong and Pedco, which 
offered the hlghest tiebreaker 
bonus of just ow+r $21 million 
for the offshore fleld. 
PDVSA president Luis 
Giusti said he was more than 
pleased with the results. 
'It was a great surprise for 
us to see that nine consortia 
were bidding the highest 
PEG." 
Energy and Mines Minister 
Erwin Adeta said the profit- 
sharing ventures should add a 
further 10 percent to oil pro- 
duction over the next five to 
10 years. 
- 
llTED BY STANLEY REED 
gNEZUELll GETS OIL BUCKS 
Global oil heavyweights are scram- 
lokyo's normally placid political district is seething these 
days. Riot police are ringing the fortress-like walls of the 
Ministry of Finance. On Jan. 21, a right-wing group 
.mmed a bus into the central gate of Japan's Diet building. 
allhorns now blare out anti-government slogans to throngs 
angry demonstrators. 
The government is feeling extreme heat from the public b e  
use of a proposed $6.8 billion rescue of seven bankrupt 
-using loan corporations, or jusm. A monster scandal seems 
be brewing that could bog down the Japanese political sys- 
bling to regain footholds in Venezuela 
planning to take big jusen-related losses in the fiscal year 
ending in March. And Moody's Investors Service lowered its 
rating on Sakura Bank Ltd. and Long-Term Credit Bank of 
Japan Ltd. on Jan. 23, citing debt problems related to the 
jusen. 
CLIPPING WINGS. But there seems no stopping the mush- 
rooming scandal. Hashimoto has agreed to a major Diet in- 
quiry into the jusen problem. Before this is over Liberal 
Democratic Party stalwarts, ex-MOF bureaucrats, and other 
prominent members of the establishment are going to face se  
-woUdecad& after the country nation- 
-1ized its oil industry. International 
monsortiums led by Mobil Oil Corp. 
-nd Conoco Inc. were among the win- 
-ers in a sale of exploration tracts put 
mn the block by cash-strapped state 
mil monopoly PDVSA in a week-long 
action starting on Jan. 22. The sale 
; expected to trigger $1 billion worth 
If exploration. Despite tough terms, 
-1mpanies are drawn by Venezuela's 
track record as  a major producer, its 
infrastructure, and relative political 
stability. 
m for months. Prime Minister Ryutaro rious embarrassment. Ozawa's aides are 
ashimoto, whom the ruling coalition determined to expose links between 
ought in as a dynamic fresh face on Hashitnoto's Liberal Democratic Party 
a. 11, is in danger of being crippled in and the jusen. Ozawa's New Frontier 
4 fist weeks in office. party has set up a fax hotline for the 
What has infuriated taxpayers is the public to send in tips. 
'osped that they will have to foot the Ozawa will also try to use the scandal 
11 for extraordinary negligence if not to accomplish one of his pet goals: clip- 
ctright criminal activity. During the ping the bureaucrats' wings. Already, 
!-go late 1980s, the jusen went way Yoshitaka Murata, an ex-MOF career of- 
!yond their original home mortgage ficial, admitted on Jan. 9 that he re- 
tsinesses and lent wildly for office ceived $190,000 in director's compensa- 
dldings, golf courses, and other risky tion from an Osaka-based real estate 
jals. Some of the money went to PROTEST: A bus crashed into the Diet company that is deeply indebted to the 
.kuza criminal gangs (BW-Jan. 29). jusen. Murata, however, has agreed to 
FIDEL DRAWS INVESTORS 
.ie regulators and mainline banks stood by and, mysteriously, 
f almost nothing to stop this activity. An incredible 89% of 
-e jusen's $100 billion loan portfolio has gone sour. 
The opposition leader, Ichiro Ozawa, has already jumped on 
9 jusm affair as a vehicle to trash Hashimoto. The two men 
e likely to lead their respective camps in a general election 
,er this year. Ozawa grilled Hashimoto in the Diet on Jan. 
, demanding that he drop the bailout. 
If that happens, there could be major consequences for 
e big Tokyo banks. They have already agreed to forgive 
KO billion in jusen loans. Now the bill could go up. Fuji 
ank Ltd. and Hokkaido Takushoku Bank Ltd. are already 
b Continuing to end-run the Ameri- 
can embargo, Cuba's President Fidel 
Castro recently signed two high-pro- 
file deals. WMC International Ltd., an 
Australian mining company, agreed 
to a 65-35 joint venture with Cuba's 
Commercial Caribbean Nickel to tap 
the island's huge nickel reserves in a 
transaction valued a t  $500 million. 
WMC joins about 20 other foreign 
pay the money hack. One question that Ozawa will be asking 
is what dozens of ex-MOP officials did to gain lucrative jusen 
jobs. 
But whether Ozawa will be able to use the jusen affair as 
his ticket to power is an open question. The New Frontier 
chiefs also may have jusen ties that will come out in the 
probes. Ozawa is a pro but his party, says political lobbyist 
Dan Harada, "is absolutely no match for the entire brain 
trust of the LDP." StU, the jusen affair is at the very least go- 
ing to further liven what was already looking like a stimu- 
lating political year in Japan. 
By Brian Bremner in Tokyo 
mining companies in Cuba. Nickel is 
the island's third-largest hard cur- 
rency generator, behind sugar and 
tourism. 
Cuba's tourism sector also got a 
boost with the announcement that 
Club MBditerran6e will market and 
manage a 300-room resort scheduled 
to open in November. Such deals have 
helped Cuba turn a corner in its eco- 
nomic struggle. After falling about 
35% between 1989 and 1993, gross do- 
mestic product is now forecast to reg- 
ister 5% growth this year, double last 
year's rate. 
Venezuela has long argued that it should be given a fairer shake 
in its role as a major petroburn provider to the United States. 
Judging from a recent energy symposium in Washington, 
bilateral cooperation on oil is very close at hand. 
By Everett Bauman 
T he Hemispheric Energy Sympo- sium held in Washington at the end of October brought about an 
historic reversal in the troubled relations 
between the United States and Venezuela. 
Close collaboration benveen the two na- 
tions - and other American republics - in 
the development of energy sources / I 
. - 
throughout the hemisphere now appears 
very much closer to reality. I r 
As Venezuelan Energy MinisterEnvin k 
- 
Arrieta - who jointly presided over the ,T -y:f- 'I 
meeting with his U.S. counterpart, Secre- 
tary Hazel O'Leary- mused at theclose of 
the historic meeting: "Why has it taken us 
so long to reach this doorway of coopera- 
tion?" 
Secretary O'Leary, noting that Vene- 
zuelahad been charged atthe Miami Sum- 
mit last year to follow up on the mandate 
approved there by the 34 heads of Ameri- 
can states to explore ways of hemispheric 
energy cooperation. thanked Minister 
Anieta for bringing the fmt ministerial 
meeting to Washington. Ameta had 
brought "a pragmatic and statesmanlike 
letter" from President Rafael Caldera urg- 
ing close energy cooperation among 
American republics to ensure greatereco- 
nomic and social development by increased 
energy use. 
Both O'Leary and presidential coun- 
selor Thomas McClarty - intimate friend 
and advisor of President Bill Clinton-told 
-the gathering of 500 government energy 
-functionaries, private enterprise executives 
and academic experts, that Venezuela is a 
- .  
.- 
U.S. Secrefary of Energy Hozel O'Lwry and Venezuelan Energy Minister Edwrn Arrreto 
at the Hemrspheric Enegy Symposium. 
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global energy leader. and praised its role ' has been under great financial strain in 
as "a secure, dependable energy supplier 1 recent years? 
tothe hemisphere."AsforMinisterArrieta, I 
McClarty eulogized his "critical role in Reaching the summit 
fostering national consensus to open the The ministerid reunion here, of course, 
energy sector to private investment" and dealt with energy and much was said re- 
predicted this legacy will benefit future 
Venezuelans. 
garding the needs of new generating ca- 
pacity for electricity. There was also talk 
Why this sudden wave of praise for of alternative energy sources - solar, coal, 
Venezuela and its oil policy? Was it only I biomas, nuclear. geothermal and wind 
because of the recent opening of foreign ' power. But, as Luis Guisti, president of 
investment capital in the industry, or did ' Peu6leos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA) 
it represent a drastic change in the rela- I pointed out vigorously when he spoke at I 
tionships between the two nations on oil, the fust luncheon of the symposium, there 
andenergy developmentgenerally, within ' should be no illusion that hydrocarbons I 
the hemispheric context? And, of even will not continue to be far and away the 
I greater interest for Venezuelans, what principal energy source in the Americas 
mightit portendconcretely regardingU.S. during the 219 century. 
energy policy and the future flow of in- ' When the Clinton administration de- 
vestment capital to an economy which cided to convoke anew hemisphere heads 
The bottom line in energy development, as I made asuccess ofoii nationzlization-was handicapped in trying to go it alone. Capi- 
emphasized over and over again in the meeting, 
was dollar investment. Investor dollars will be 
. . ~ - -  
tal and world class technology would be 
available only through association with 
foreign investors. rt was all part of the 
.-
forthcoming only i f  there is a credible legal 
framework and political stabili~. 
BACK .- 
globalization of trade and investment 
sweeping the world in the ,,,t-Wm e m  
Venezuelaitself hadnow gone abroad. 
acqui~ng capital assecr and 
on oil 
outlets in Europe and the United States. 
These developments all led to a change in 
thinking regarding oil policy in Caracas, a 
change which became manifest when the 
Congress, at President Caldera's urging, 
approved the so-called 'apertura' which 
set the stage forthe association of PDVSA 
with foreign investors in all the phases of 
oil exploitation. 
The great change was eloquently de- 
scribed by PDVSA President Luis Giusti 
when he addressed the luncheon session 
of the meeting on its first day. After de- 
scribingthe ups anddownsofthe worldoit 
industry through the "silent war" between 
OPEC and consuming countries, and the 
instability of prices which resulted. he 
asked the question: "Which side are we on 
now? Who are we?" 
PDVSA appealed for a new era of 
relations betweendemandandsupply, even 
though the mosaic of national interests is 
ever more complex. The opportunity is 
great, he stressed, with 50 percent of the 
population without access to regional and 
sufficient energy. A harmonious develop- 
ment for sustained development is pos- 
of state summit meeting at Miami in De- 
cember 1995, it asked other governments 
to suggest matters for the agenda. Vene- 
zuela urged that consideration be given to 
aprogram of 'hemispheric energy integra- 
tion'. Washington was cool to the pro- 
posal,butJulioSosaRodriguez,thenMin- 
ister of Finance, sent a team of experts 
from his ministry and from the Energy 
Ministry to the final agenda discussion at 
Arlie House near Washington. A lively 
discussion ensued, with both Mexico and 
Brazil opposing the suggestion. 
However. Washington suddenly re- 
vewd its stand and energy was included. 
The fmal Summit Plan of Action con- 
tained two recommendations, one on en- 
ergy cooperation and the other on a part- 
nership for sustainable energy use. 
Venezuela was entrusted with assem- 
bling a ministerial conference in 1995 to 
move things along, with the United States 
offering its capital as the venue for the 
meeting. Invitations were sent signed by 
Anieta and O'Leary for the symposium, 
. . . ,  . 
T o understand the significance of the recent 'oil opening' in Vene- zuela and the events that led the 
country to adopt such an historic measure, 
it is necessary to recall some of its earlier 
petroleum history with the United States. 
and all governments sent top level minis- 
terial representatives except for Brazil and 
Colombia. Private industry leaders were 
also invited. 
What led theunited States to switchits 
enthusiastic support to the hemispheric 
energy movement? It was consistent with 
the vision of a Western Hemisphere free 
trade bloc, certainly, enunciated first by 
President George Bush and endorsed by 
his successor. Clinton. But even more 
immediate changes were underway. First, 
U.S. strategic planners were more aware 
of the vulnerability of Middle Eastem oil 
supplies following the Gulf War. And 
U.S. imports were now more than half the 
total consumed in the country,monthafter 
month. 
Taking the lead 
Venezuela this year has surged steadily 
ahead of Saudi Arabia as the first supplier 
of oil to the United States. On the Vene- 
zuelan side, there was also a new aware- 
ness that the country - even though it had 
Even beforeoilnationalimtionin 1971, 
relations had become strained between 
Washington and Caracas because of oil 
developments. 
In the United States, protectionist sen- 
timent had led to oil import restrictions in 
the '50s, while at the same time the Vene- 
zuelan government was imposing ever 
higher taxes upon the private foreign com- 
panies-mostly fromtheU.S.-whichheld 
the concessions to exploit Venezuelan oil. 
Efforts were made early on to agree upon 
mutual policy discussion. An agreement 
t'o that effect was made by presidents 
Romulo Betancourt and John F. Kennedy, 
but political developments tended tomake 
the agreement of regular consultation ir- 
relevant. 
Venezuela pursued an increasingly 
nationalist policy and joined the Organi- 
zation of Petroleum Producing Countries 
(OPEC) in acartel dedicated to increasing 
oil prices, as the United States reverted to 
protectionist measures. 
When President Rafael Caldera was 
invited to Washington in 1971, he urged 
the United States to take the lead in estab- 
lishing an import policy of preference for 
oil from hemispheric sources. This would 
have assured a market for growing Vene- 
&elan production in the U.S., but it would 
have meant curbing imports from the 
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sible. without state intervention, he de- 
clared. The world will need 85 to 105 / For the first time in years, 
million barrels of oil daily by the year 
2000. Only private enterprise can provide 
the needed caoital. The comoanies have a 
brilliant future if they do so in the Western 
Hemisphere, keeping in mind the need for 
there is enthusiasm in oficial circles here 
for Venezuelan oil development 
and the integration of hemispheric energy 
- 
security, for increased trade, for economic 
stability, and for growth. / sources and users. 
The same refrain came from Enrique ( 
Iglesias. president of the Inter-American 
Development Bank (IADB), who called 
for a dramatic re-definition of the role of 
the sovereign state to be the regulator 
rather than the operator of energy sources. 
He predicted that from $16 to $25 billion 
would be needed in the next decade to 
furnish the adequate energy supplies, of 
which the multilateral organizations, such 
as the IADB, could only finance %2 billion. 
Enterprising business 
A leading private enterprise spokesman, 
Ambassador Everett Ellis Briggs, presi- 
dent of the Council of the Americas, while 
predicting that private f m s  have a valu- 
able conmbution to make in the develop- 
ment of Latin America's immense energy 
resources, warned that "it would be a rnis- 
take to think that privatization and market 
opening were the sole answer to more I 
- 
rapid and robust development of Latin 
America's energy potential." He noted 
that the current trend is a relatively recent 
phenomenon and that, while the potential 
is great, the cautious investor must neces- 
sarily question the staying power of such These and other conditions were dis: 
sweeping changes. I cussed at length in the ten bre&out round 
Bhg;s declared that a number of con- table sessions at the meeting on various 
ditions were needed for stable and attrac- energy aspects. Conclusions werereported 
tive investment. 
(1) He urged that businesspersons be 
assured of a stable tax structure at rates 
that afford reasonable after-tax profits; (2) 
that there be guarantees that profits can be 
repatriated in a timely and reliable man- 
ner; (3) that investor control overthe imple- 
mentation of projects and expenditure of 
funds be assured commensurate with the 
level of risk; (4) that there be guarantees of 
contract stability and sanctity; (5) that the 
ground rules for privatization be transpar- 
ent and applied equally among domestic 
and foreign investors dike; (6) that there 
to the fmal plenary session, after which 
Sosa was asked to speak. The minister, his 
voice ffled withemotion, praisedtheswing 
from politics to business in moving from 
traditional long-held beliefs regarding oil 
andlaudedthe summitforaworkinghemi- 
- 
spheric energy agenda. 
He proposed that apermanent working 
committee consisting of representative 
nations be named to follow up on the 
conclusions and to prepare for the next 
Heads of State Summit in Bolivia, sched- 
uled for December 1996. 
Minister Arrieta, taking up the idea, 
be intelleE~al propem protection and Ie- proposed that a Group of ~dven  states 
gal enforceability of technology and li- -Barbados, Bolivia, Chile, Mexico, Nica- 
censing arrangements; (7) that there be 
ready access across borders to reach the 
commercial market; and (8) that there be 
strict maintenance of standards for envi- 
ronmental and pollution conwls. 
ragua, the United States, and Venezuela- 
& charged to monitor the ministerial rec- 
ommendations and that they meet for- 
mally in Bolivia in mid-1996 before the 
summit to evaluate progress. 
I . , .- . . . .-- . . .. 1 ,,,-,, - . .. 
.., 1.: " - .,: - .. 
. . _ , 
MiddleEast, wheremaj0rU.S. companies seemed to be little hopeof an)! common~''ibili~&d the nation prospered. However, 
had important oil interests. 
The Venezuelaninitiative did notpros- 
per, and the country moved steadily to- 
wards oil nationalization in 1971. Al- 
though the action was peacefully camed 
out, the oilcompanies were unhappy with 
thecompensation they receivedand, even 
though their interests were also national- 
ized thereafter in the Middle East, they 
reduced their purchases from Venezuela 
policy between a nation which had relied- .The united States rebuffed any suggestion 
upon competitive private enterprise f q  its -'thatit join with the state oil companies in 
:i. - . .. . 
oil supply and its South American neigh- i effoa'to stabilize prices. . .. ;.:. .-... 
bor which had given the state oil company -?cLiAfter the initial spurt of high prices 
a monopoly over all phases: of .the oil ' ~ ~ O P E C  production limitation, other 
.- .,. 
business. . -  -. . . non-OPEC sources were developed and 
PDVSA proved to be an efficient pro- ' prices fell by more than half to the $15-20 
ducer and its profits mounted;. however, ' per barrel range. PDVSA complained that 
the state increasingly relied upon i t  as a. -'it was not dowed to accumulate enough 
major source of tax income and:ti subsi- .capital to plan for increased production. 
and deepened their reliance on cheaper dize the domestic oil consumption with Althoughitstaxeswerereduced,thegrowth 
Arab oil. some of the world's lowest prices. -. in Venezuelan population was so great 
Although Venezuela did not join the Political relations continued to be gen- that oil income was no longer sufficient to 
Arab oil boycott and continued to sell a erally friendly as Venezuela's relatively meet official needs, especially after taxes 
major portion of its oil to the U.S., there young democracy seemed to achieve sta- were reduced. 
Secretary O'Leary hailed the "collec- 
tive drive" of the meeting and the forma- 
tion of an operating committee. She called 
for an immediate inventory of data on 
energy supply and production: on regula- 
tory policy and reform initiatives; and on 
specific project initiatives underway and 
their financial status. 
The Mexican delegation offered to host 
workshops on electric utility and natural 
gas projects, and to conduct a survey on 
regulation reform. 
Pooling resources 
A joint statement from the World Bank, 
the IADB, and the United Nation's Devel- 
opment Program, was presented offering 
to pool resources in support of energy 
projects. In addition, the two ministerial 
hosts, Anieta and O'Leary, presided over 
Enrique Iglesios, president of the 
Inter-American Develoument Bonk, 
hemisphere if the new legislation is imple- 
mented and private capital flows into the 
oil industry - and into the generation of 
electricity - under the new policies enun- 
ciated in Caracas. 
For the fust time in years, there is 
enthusiasmin official circles here for Ven- 
ezuelan oil development and the integra- 
tion of hemispheric energy sources and 
users. At the Washington meeting, the 
United States clearly gave its assent - not 
to a system of preferences for government 
energy enterprises - but to a cooperative 
effort among governments, private inves- 
tors, and the multilateral agencies to pro- 
vide the most energy from within the 
Americas at the lowest possible cost to 
consumers. 
The Venezuelan government had 
pledged its adherence to this kind of inte- 
gration effort. There can be no doubt that 
if Venezuela is aided in a vast enlargement 
of its energy potential by U.S. capital and 
technology - and the rest of the American 
the signature of three hemispheric energy 
projects; a Nicaraguan project for two 
geothermal power plants with a California 
private enterprise; a Honduran geother- 
mal project with a Florida corporation; I in the meeting, was dollar investment. I republics follow a seminar path of coop- 
with former ~enezuel&~ Minister of Finance, 
Julio Soso Rodriguez. 
The bottom line in energy develop 
ment, as emphasized over and over again 
- .  - l and a U.S.-Bolivian agreement to support Investor dollars will be forthcoming only eration-thatadrarnaticincrea~einener~~ various private sector projects. if there is a credible legal framework and use would lift the Western Hemisphere to 
The three agreements involving gov- 
ernments and the privatesectorwerestaged 
to symbolize the impact of the meeting, 
which, hopefully, will be very great in 1) 
encouraging governments to turn to pri- 
vate management of energy development; 
and 2) encouraging private investor confi- 
dence in anew climate of security and stabil- 
ity in the Latin American energy sector. 
of Venezuelan energy resources and their 
use in this country and elsewhere in the 
political stability. Governments may stimu- 
late investment by their actions, but can- 
not provide sufficient capital or efficient 
apolitical management. 
The message was clear-especially for 
Venezue1aTherewil1beenthusiasticU.S. 
government support for the development 
Washington has set the stage for a promis- 
ing future for all the peoples of America.. 
a new eminence of development. 
It remains to be seen if the openings 
initiated in Venezuela and elsewhere in 
the hemisphere for energy development 
through the cooperative effort of govern- 
ment and the private sector will bring 
about this new era in energy. But at least 
It became clear to Venezuelan authori- included. Continued adherence to OPEC Meanwhile, the United Statesincreased 
ties that there was not going to be enough quotas became a matter for controversy in its reliance upon imported oil more and 
new oil production to provide for bur- 
geoning social demands upon the state. 
Also, OPEC was faltering and losing mar- 
ket share as many oil areas were opened up 
around the world. 
The United States had never concealed 
its hostility toward OPEC, and during the 
latest oil import restriction movement, it 
had pointedly exempted Canada and 
Mexico from its provisions, arguing that 
they were joined by a common land 
boundary. 
Venezuela, which had never failed to 
deliver oil by tanker to the north, was not 
' Venezuela as thepmducers' group seemed 
unable, what with thrivingpmduction from 
outside OPEC, to increase the price of oil. 
The United States fought a war in the 
Gulf toprotest its access toMiddle Eastern 
oil when Iraq invaded Kuwait. The enor- 
mous cost of the desert warfare prompted 
into the price ofoil fromthere, thecostwas ) ergy authorities and other hemispheric 
more as from its own fields 
declined and as a conservation-minded 
public blocked the development of new 
reserves underwater on the Continental 
Shelf, as well as in the Alaskan Wildlife 
Region,nextdoortothePrudhoeBay field 
to the far north. 
Julio Sosa when he addressed the Council 
of Foreign Affairs in New York City in 
1994, to point out that, if the costs of 
defending the Middle East were factored 
I -- much higher than oil from Venezuela and energy-producing states.   ow ever, little elsewhere in the Western Hemisphere. came from this measure. 
The increasing dependence stirred an 
undercurrent of unrest in the U.S. Con- 
gress, and a provision was inserted calling 
for regular consultation between U.S. en- 
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Description of the Areas 
AREA NAME LOCATION SIZE N' OF TERM WORK ESTIMATED 
BLOCKS YEARS PROORAM'* COST OF WORK 
PROaRAY a 
{Semngt (Sq. Km) (Full 1 PanP. 5 (Initial+Aaewal) 2D (km) 130 fkm I Wells U s  MM 
Catarumbo Zulia/M&ida 2.155 1 710 4 + 4 400/ni1/2 20 
(Onshore / Swamp) 
La Ceiba Trujillo / MBrida / Zulia 1,742 9/8 5 + 4  300 /250 / 3 50 
(Onshore) 
Guanare Portuquesa 1,898 1 5/0 5 + 3  1,000/ni1/4 30 
Foothills) 
San Carlos Coiedes / Porhrquesa 1,771 1 4/0 3 + 3  l,O(Xl/nil/2 20 
(Onshore) 
El Sombrero Guhrico 2.024 1 6/0 3 + 3  1,100 /nil /2 20 
(Onshore) 
Guara~iche Monaqas / sucre 1,960 1 4/3 5 + 4  700 / nil / 3 60 
(Swamp) 
Gulf o i  Paria West E. Venezuela 1,137 8/1 4 + 4  1,000/3M3/2 30 
(Offshore) 
~ u l f  oi Pana East E. Venezuela 1,084 6/5 4 + 4 1.000/300/2 30 
(Offshore) 
Punta Pescador Deb Amacum 2,046 1 414 4 + 4 1,100/303/2 40 
(Offshore / Swamo) 
p Delta Centro Delta Amacuro 2.138 1 7/0 5 + 4  l,300/ni1/3 60 
\Swamp) 
aezuela Pequiven operates petrocherr - 
JSA has the following sub- cal plants, many of which are 
iar~es ~n Venezuela: jolnt ventures, and promotes Ir- 
mrpoven, bgoven and vestment in the petrochemical 
maven are vertically integrat- sector. 
oil companies engaged in PDV Marina camers out the 
 lora at ion, production, refining. Corporation's local and overseas 
~sponatlon and marketing. marine transportation activities. 
dmenes Orinoco (BITOR) is lntevep is PDVSA's research 
(ther vert~cally integrated and develo~ment center. 
npany that produces bitu- Bariven handles the Corpora- 
n, and manufactures, trans- tion's overseas purchases of 
ts and markets Orimulsion? equipment and materials 
I sales offices in the United through its PDVSA Services 
ites. Engiand and Japan. branches overseas. 
mrbozulia IS in charge of Palmaven provides technical 
nmercial development of the ass~stance to farmers and 
(asare coal reserves in west- actively participates in conser- 
I Venezuela. which is man- vation projects. 
3d in association with inter- CIED is PDvWs personnel train- 
ional oartners. ing center. 
pVSA AND ITS ACTlVlTlES 
Exploration Production Refining Storage MarineTransportatiOn Distribution Marketing Petrochemicals Bitumen Coal Research and 
Development 
'OR 
IPEC 
.MAVEN 
N MARINA 
PUNEN 
TINERIA ISLA 
RR OEL 
0-VEN 
.HER ACTlVlTlES 
?stments PDV Amenca / Interver: 
ket Ihteli~sence PDV UK 
?rseas P~;:zhases Bar~ven 
ling CIEE 
~ 0 r 2 ~ 3  IPS:lrance PDV Insurance 
Petrrjleos de Venezuela, S.A. 
Overseas Storage 
Perrochemicais 
. ' PE~UIVPI. . .. 
Fert~lizer-Agribusiness 
:?. PALMAVEN .: 
Bitumen (orirnu~sion? . , 
' B r n R  , 
.  .  .. . I 
CARBONUA I 
MarKet Intelligence PDV UK 
PDV USA 
Rcsearch 8 Development 
lNlEvEP I 
Ccmorate Insurance 
PDV INSURANCE 1 
- - 
In:ernal~onal Procurement I B ARlVEN I 
Source: PDVSA 
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I 
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SCONOtviIA HOY ULTIMAS NOTlClAS EL CAPlTAL Crn/Col 
rpnto de lmsasn Nola ~ r o ~ l a  
Lo eleve Note terceras 
1 2 3 4 
&is Giusti 
Se ha sobrepasado 
loda expectativa" 
4NUEL LOPEZ CALO la  acrividad octrolera aumenrar l  la  / 
rKACA.5 - A  las tres en punto  de 
rarde en  nombre dc l a  Corpora- 
n Vcnezolana dc  I'erroleo. JosC 
danera romo e l  micr6rono para 
~ n c i a r  e l  in ic io  del  proceso de 
rcga de ofertas para In  explora- 
n del i r e 3  del  gol fo de I'aria 
,c. kt inutos antes e l  presidenre 
I'ctrcileos de Venezuela, I.uis 
asti, comentaba a una persona 
PC veia de su cnrera confian- 
"parcce que has un sobreofe- 
re". 
.11s rctulr :~dr~s nbrcp:lnaror~ las 
icc~ativas dc la indusrria petrole- 
( i i i l s t i  esr:lha v i r i h l ' ~ ~ ~ c ~ i r e  con- 
III COII el proccso, "In exper ic l~-  
c% (111 Cxi111 p;lr:l \ J c r i r ~ ~ ~ c l a " ,  
, .'III~(~II% II:II:I III?:!~ :II 111s IICCIIOP 
~IIVII\ 1111 ;11cir;lr:i11 e l  ~*IIIIISI:IS. 
~ l c  lo\ i l ~ v e r \ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i q r ; ~ t " .  
.;I l i t i1:11 iC11i i le 10% \:IC~I~I~(!I~IOS 
':II i :~ c - s ~ i -  I'II~. CIIO U I I ~  i bva I t~ :~ -  
I clc r i c \ g ~ ~ .  (I~III~~c 1119 i i v c r t i i ~ .  
:I,, \~I~I~Y;III)II In f:lcrit1iIiil:1(1 (le 
I;II 11o\ici1111cs 1.11 t111 ~ i cgoc io  
s1.11 II*(I~I~I:II. )';I I:I i: l l i f ica<lt)r:~ 
, i l \ ~ \  t~ t ) io  c l  It111cs !:I c:~tcgori;~ 
\',~ll,~/Llcl:l t l r  1\:13 :I lltl2. 1.a 
, , io i~  II~I c \  1111 ;ILIII ~ l c  IILICII:I I<* .  
1 \ , ~ 1 \ 1 1 1 1 1  1<!1.111#..1 5 11:11 lllllill C11 
capacidad d; pago de Venezuela. 
[.a region I'aria del estc, ubicada 
en la plataforma mari t ima de Vc- 
nczuela que l imi ra  con la de 'Trini- 
dad y Tobago es una Qrea de alto 
riesgo, porque se rrata de cxplora- 
c ion en aguas profundas. 
I:I consorcio de capital esta- 
'nron- dounidensc y venezolano L: 
lnelectra h izo la  unica proposi- 
cion. 1.a mayoria de 10s inversionis- 
tas consideraban que era una inver- 
t i t in muy  riesgosa. 
Jorge Rojas, presidcnte de Ine- 
lecrra -empress nacional que parti- 
cipa con 10.9";, en e l  consorcio- / 
crce que "el riesgo es aceprable", la 
regitin tictlc u n  potrncinl  cnrrc 70 
y HO 111ill1111rq tle h:lrrilCs tlc perrn- 
lco. l . :~~ro opera en (;olo~~ihia, Iisra- 
(los I ' l l idos ) I 'cr i ,  su cxperiencia 
y capacidad fin;~ncicrn le permit i -  
r i l l  afro~~r: l r  esra ricrgosa inver- 
%ii111. 
1.3 i ~ ~ q t r i c r u i l  qtlc 1e quctln a1 
prc.;idcl~~e (lc Inclccrr ;~ son 111s in l -  
pucsros dc los ~ n ~ l ~ i i c i p i o s .  "~III 
pt1111o nli11 1111 ( I c f i ~ ~ i ~ l o " .  "l.nc IIIII- 
~ ~ i c i l ~ : ~ l i ~ l : ~ d c \  IO ~ L I C C ~ C I I  scr x b i -  
lr: l t i ;~\ 1.11 I;I% ~;IP:IP dc. i ! ~ ~ p t l c $ t o ~ " .  
Analisis del entorno / Caracas I ' rnaraven FII IA I  IIF POVSA 
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Elcn~cnlo r l r  tri):lgcn 
Asunto clave 
Cm/Col 
Nota propla 
Nota terceros 
1 2 3 4 7 Firrnado convenio definitivo para &ja del Orinoco 
;I Asociacion Maraven-Conoco 
La as0ciaci6n estmtCgicaentre Maraven y El acuerdo prevk la creaci6n de la empresa Petrozuata, . 
Conoco, cuyo convenio definitivo se f i m o  
ayer, aport& drededorde 170 millones de d6- encargada de producir, mej0rar y comercializar crudo pesado 
,, Inre% muales a1 Fisco. de acuerdo con el P- de la Faja del Orinoco. La inversi6n inicial sera: de 1.500 srdente de la filral de Petroleos de Verlezue- 
13. Emil io Abouhamad. millones de d6lares, 50% m8s de lo previsto en 1993, cuando 
, AI aporte, que se harhefectivo a partir de el Congreso aprobo esta asociaci6n estratkgica 1999. se adicionarjln 90 milbnes de d6lares 
al aiio. que comesponderin a Maraven. para 
. un ingrcso total a la nacicin de unos 260 ~ n i -  Taynem Hernindez ECONOMIA H O Y  
llones de dcilares por ejercicio, alrededor de 
aportara $170 millones anuales a1 Fisco 
10.000 rnillones de d6lares en 10s proximos 
f1 35 afios. 
La asociacicin. por la que se creari la em- 
presa Petrozuata, permitiri la prnduccidn. me- 
joramiento y comercializaciiin de crudos cx- 
t~~pcsados dcl irca tle Zu:rt:r, en la Faja dcl Ori- 
noco. El t)loque :rsignado tiene una extensitin 
11 dc cxl)lotaci(in tle 250 kiltimetros -dc los 
14.500 kiliimetros de totla el Brea- y rescrvas 
prohadas tle unos IO.o(Nl rnillones de kmilcs. 
1 P:rra estc proyccto. cuyn ingenieria bisicn 
csti  co111plet;rda en 50%, se estim;~ una inver- 
sitin inicial de 1.500 millones dc ddlares, de 
' :  lo.; crlales se dcstinar5n unos 9Of) millc~nes ;I
la irlstalaci6n tle una plenta de mejoramiento 
en el Complejo de Jose, en el estado Anzoi- 
' '  tegui. 
Ahnuhamad cstimci clue la inversi6n total, 
r n  IOF prtiximos 35 niios. cst;rri cntrc ?.Ho() y 
nos. cuyo funcionamiento aun est6 siendo de- 
finido por Pdvsa y el Ministerio de Energia 
y Minas. 
E l  cronozrama de desarn?llo de la asocia- 
ci611 prevk que para 1998 se inicie In protluc- 
ci6n de cnalos extrapsados. los cu:~les serh  
tnmsportados hasta el Complejo de Jose. don- 
de se constmiri el m6dulo tle me.jonmiento, 
cuyo arranque est i  previsto para finales de 
1909. 
Este sistema permitiri extraer 120.000 ba- 
miles diarios de nueve grados API. los cuales 
serin transformados en unos 102.0()0 haniles 
de cmdos de 20 grados API. que serlin Inns- 
portadas a refinerias de Conoco en Estados 
Unidos. 
Este es el primero de una serie de proyec 
tos de interds para la petrolera estadouniden- 
sc. Conoco acaha de formar un consorcio con 
I 3.000 ~nill(rnes de tl6lt1rcs. alrededor de .(()Oh, EmiIig, Ahouhamad British Petroleum para participar en la licita- 
III:~.; tlc lo prcvislo en 1003, cu;rntlo tlicha aso- cidn, en enero prdximo, de las 10 nuevas 
, 
ci :~ci~ir l  luern i~prohad;~ por rl Con~reso Nit- D;lnk ha I'uncionado conlo :Iscsoren finenz:ls :ireas de riesgo, cuya apertun fuen aprobada 
CIOII~II. y IO necesari;~mente scri la cnbeza dcl pool por el Congreso ell julio p;rsatlo. 
I)ca ;lc.lrcr~lo con UII inli)~.tr~c d  I:I t~pcr:~do- h:lnc;lrio". Asi~nismo. 1; ptrolcra est6 p:aicipmdo en 
, r:r (lr I1tlvb:1. I;rs illvcrsiorrs tot:llcs I'ucron rs-  Mnravcn y (:orloco. :rl nrisrno ticrnpo. :lsu- una ;lsoci;lcitir~ con Bitor II;I~:I n crc:~citin de 
t i l l : s  1 I O  I I I ~ ~ I I ~ S  I : r s  y c 1 -  rnir;in en p:~rlcsiguaIcs su corrcspontlic~rtc un;r cornpnriia que suminislrani Oritnulsi6n a 
I I I I i r i i : ~  I I I I 1 1 -  :~portc. ''1kspui.s tlc csta firma puclicra halwr I:) cnlprcsa clCctrica Florida Power, cn Esta- 
l l o ~ ~ c ~ .  un tercer socio", con~entti Ahouh;~n~ad. Esta dos (Inidos. 
l i t 1  rcl:rci~in con e l  ~ir~;~nci:rrnicnto tic la in- evcntu:rl nuev;r p;~rticipacitin no dcherzi scr Esta negc~.incitin. quc cslxra por su prewn- 
vcrsi(i11 i l~~nct l i ;~~:~ .  cl voccro tlc M;lrilvcn pre- rnayor tlc 0.2%~ tie las nccioncs. ya que cslas l;rci611 :II I';~rl;rnlcnlo, incllryc 1;) iostal:ri~in tle 
cisti qllc ccrc:! dc (100 r~ r i l l o~~cs  (l  tltil:lrcs sc- pctroler:ls pl~sccn, c:l(l;l 11lIi1.40.()'%. s~gu l l  I ~ s  1111 r~r~i( luIo (lc II~;IIIII~'~ICIU~:I dcl bitumen quc 
riir~ ;ly)ori;rtloc por 10s socios y clllc los ntros ti.rniirinr)s ~ l u c  sc vc~ri:~n r ~ e ~ t x i ; ~ r ~ d o .  ~~rotlucird 5.0()0.00() dc tonelatlas irl~uales. 
( ( 1  ~ t l io l les  l r i n  I I ~II;UI~~:IIII~~IO ex- El Prcsidcrlte dc la f i l ial talnhii.11 :alcl;~~rtii EI cskr :rsc~iacitin Ct>lloco panicip;lria toll 
1 .  1 1  1 )  I :  1 0 tluc se cslutli;~ IIII;~ CV~IIIU:II i ~ l y e c c i ~ i ~ l  I. II:III- 3 0 % ~  accio~~:~rio, LII ~)orce~r(;rjc s i~ l~ i l a r  l que 
i ~ ~ t c r c s c ~  por IIII;III~~;IIII~~~~II~", tlijo. cicrn dcl i:orldo clc Inversiones I'ctrr)ler;rs. ins- m:mtcr~drBn Ilitor y 1;r linrr:~ Staroil: mientras 
1Z.n c\tc scl~titlo. prrcis(i (IUC scr:i err clirro tru~ncrl~o tliscil:~locon 111otivo tlc la :Ipcrtrlr;r que el consorcio 1)istr:lrt-Jilntcsa tentlri e l  
cr :~nIo s r e  I I I  l i t e r  I i t  tle nocv:rs ;irc:~s tlc crudos livi;rnos y 111rtli;l- 10% tlc I;rs :~ccio~les. 
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%an Szabo I 
dariedad de oferentes 
- -  - - 
:AKIICAS - El interis de 10s inver- 
qonistas privados en el proceso de 
citacidn que desarrolla la industria 
-ctrolcra refleia el potencial que tic- 
-e este ncgocio en Vene~uela. I'e- 
nuenas y grander corporaciones pe- 
oleras internacionales vcn en el 
wrcado venoolano una posihilidad 
.e crccimiento de EUS opernciones. 
n momentor donde la produccion 
a paises como Iistados Unidos viene 
mecreciendo. [.a capacidad de refina- 
'on ociosa en el mundo empuj6 a las 
acnacionales a buscar nuevas fucn- 
c de rurninistro de crudos. 
l in  las cuatro licitacioncs, son las 
edianas empresas dcl sector las que 
sn nanado la buena pro. Juan Sxa- 
I, presidentc de la Corporacion Ve- 
:xnlana dc I'etroleo, Cree quc estos 
sultodos obcccden a las estrategias 
cada etnprcsa por explorar una 
terminada rcg:nn. "1310 puede ex- 
icnr la  ausrncia de Ins grandee cor- 
~r;~cionec coma la Sllcll o In I:xxon, 
II rncncionar algunas", cotrrest6 
;~hu a I o i  periotli it~c a l  tfrmintr dc 
li(itnci6n. 
Conoco es una ernpresa que se 
asocib con Maraven para explorar 
pozos de la faia petrolifera del Orino- 
co mediante las asociaciones esrrati- 
gicas en la zona de 10s llanos vcnero- 
lanos. Su insistencia por ganar 10s 
pozos ubicados en occidcnte pudicra 
obedeccr a un plan de concentrar sus 
actividades en esa Area ~eogrifica. 
lil prcsidentc de la CVI' diio que 
en esta licitacicjn no hub0 honos por- 
quc no hubo empate en las  ofertas. 
IYf r\quitaune de 1:rancia y Conoco, 
filial de la cmpresa norteamericana 
I)ul'onl, fueron las unicas ernpresas 
que ofrecieron una participation del 
listado en las ganancias (I'liCJ) del 
50"~ .  
13 funcion;~ric~ no q~tiso hacer pre- 
diccioncs rohrc Ins posibles resulla- 
dos de las licitaciones. Conieturar so- 
brc factibles benel'iciop adicionales 
para la 11acii)n ec avcnturado, porque 
sc desconncen las cstraregias de ofer- 
tas de Ins ertlprcmg. "1,:s posihle que 
lac grantlcs tr;~snnciottahlcs tcngan 
inter6c CI ire:ii tlittil~tns y por eso 
cttcn c%pcrarld[~ licir;~ciones pone- 
r i t~rci". 
- a m  , . , &A!\, UL, - d L ,  G ,  
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*anto de lrnaqen oroola 
Jna nueva oportunidad" 
JNIVERSAL nidad a Vcnczucla. 1.a anertura nc- 
~ ~ - . . -. . .~ -. - ~ - ~ ~ ~ -  r -  
trolcra se inicia con muy hucn pie. Iis 
!ACAS - Eduardo 1:ernindez sin lugar  dudas bucna noticia", 
-.ne que "con el Cxito del proceso Aeree6 [iduardo ~ : ~ ~ ~ i ~ d ~ ~  
~ ~ -~ -- 
lPertura petrolcra Venezuela 1~ *la apertura petrolera y el Cxito con 
dando una buena noticia a sus el cual sc ha iniciado csra politica 
lies ciudadanos y mundO. demucstran nucstras nosibilidndcs. 
os venezolanos tencnlos que sa- 
npreciar quc e l  pelri)lco le ofre- 
in rlueva oporruriidnd a llucstro 
m el plano de las invcrsioncs y 
posibilidad de distribuir meior 
~grcsos. Iisra vez scria inmoral 
rler 10s mismos errores dcl pasa- 
40 podemos desperdiciar csla 
unidad". 
prcside~ite dc la 1:undacion 
r~i i ier~to y i\ccion, quien desdc 
isrituci6n ha prornovido foros, 
.arios y discusio~~rs obre el 
dc la apcrtura y dr  la promo- 
lie las invcrsioncs, diio que con 
ucna noticia re :thrcn atlorn las 
tr de nucvas y mriorct invcrsin- 
acirinales y cxtranicras y con 
c m5s en~plco y capnciracirin 
urvrn grlitc. 
qi, ;~dvirli i i quc e%l;~ vcv rlrlic- 
i ~ i t i i t r n r  Iiier~ '%I;I rlurvn 
ltridxd que e l  prlrrilco IIII~ IIIIC 
1 rirar diner11 hurtlo c t l  inclir:~. 
,cpil(arro y crirrupciril~. 
t l i c l ~ n  esn ~t*ilcracI:~q I I~I I~I~~I I~ 
quc ~~<~r l c / l l t ~ l : l  r x  I111 [>:ti\ ,1311 
I;IIIIC i11r1rro y CII 1111 11rr~c11rc 
'ic~11t:rcIc~ 1. ~II<~~II~CI~IIIII)~C\. 1.11 
11 Ir t ~ l ' r t . < c .  Iln;! IIIIPV:~ III~IIIIII 
Si aprovechatr~os esrn coyiin~ura par:! 
promover los canlhios cstrvc~urnlcs 
que el pais csri rcclnnin~~do: u t ~  iiuc- 
vo rol para e l  I!stado y una polilica 
econcimica quc illspire confianza, no 
rardarln en vcnir itlvcrsioncs cunn- 
tiosas, lanro r~nciot~nlrs conio intcr- 
nacicinalcs y lodo cstn wt6 t l r~r rn i i  
nante para clccpciar las inccrtidultl- 
bres del prcscnle". 
"l'ict~so que esre cs c l  momento 
para cornen~ar un vcrdadero proccsa 
de niodcrnixacion dcl pais. I'odria- 
mos decir quc con la apertura pctro- 
lcra VCIIC~IIPIR rtta dn~ldo 1111 pnto 
Iiari:~ la cra dc la rntrtler11i7:1ciOn. 
Sos Iiecin falta un  rstin~ult) como 
cste, qur rnilcua la ccon~~ti i ia y Ins 
poy'hilidades dc etnplro y rnpnci~ 
lecint~". 
I r l r is r i r i  I:du;~rdcl c ~ r i : i t ~ i  rri 
qur Vc t l r~ i t r l : ~  le e~r : i  ~I;III~O (Inn 
Iiuc-t~a noticin a l  IIIUII~IO. I .:I ap~~.t~tr:t 
prfrolcrn trrtir:i p:lr:l :llr;rcr ~lucv:lS v 
rtlciorcq itrvcrqi~~!~i.% y 51 1.1 ~ ; I I %  I11gr:l 
1111 :IC\I~I~I,I \nti I ' ;rc~~~rio a IIII 1.1 
c ~ t , ~  c o ~ t r r i l t ~ ~ i ~ i  111i\ ;I V\I~IIIII~:II \:I 
~~,II~~;III/:I (It. lo\ ~IIVCI<~<III~\I;~%, \:I 1111 
~OIIII cr1 cl I~IIIICCI \IIIII 1.11 CI ~~rc~~e~111c~ 
elrl 11;11\. 
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La apertura exitosa 
I HKIINO SCll l i lJREN (*) 
I .:I in t l~~s t r i : ~  p t ro lc r ;~  vrnczol :~~~:~ II;I.C: IC 1:lrgo. Asoci:~dos con Ios i ~ ~ v e r s i o ~ ~ i s t ; ~ ~  
IIII;I vcz 111:is 1; p:~ul:~ ciccl~tiv:~ 11;1ci:1 opcio- cxtr:~~i,jcros, gan;unos t icn~po y l o g o ~ ~ ~ o s  1;1 
~ l c s  tlc hicncsl:~r 11:1cio11:1l. con el cxitoso ini- ~~rot l r~ct iv i t l ;~t I  ~ cccs;~ri;~. 
cio tlcl ~)roccso tlc :~lit-rtul.;~ (lc sus ~)rcdios 
:I I:I i11ve!-si(i11 y :1soci;1ci011 priv:l(I:~ intern;~.. Vcllczucl:~ licrlc. sill clud;~. IIIC~I~IS V~II- 
cio11;11. I .:I i(Ici1 I~SI: 1.11~ o l~jcto (lc IIILI~~I:I I:I,~:Is co~~~l);~r.:~tiv;~s. Cuc111:1 con IIII;I i l ~ t l r ~ ~ .  
~I)ICIII~~.:I y ;I(~II CI) t-hlos 11ii1s 111- 111;1ti*ri:1Ii- tri:~ pcIrolc~-:t II:I~~I)II;I~, re1111ii1:1 I):IJO el 11111- tIi11g I'IIVS:I. CII~:I c, iccr~t{~ri:~ :I lo  l;~rgo tic 7:1citi11 (li*l 1)roy~~cto. 11:1y ( ~ I I ~ C ~ I I ~ S  ~)t*rsistt~n 
('11 i11t~111:lr i ~ ~ t c r r l ~ ~ ~ l l ) i r I o  c011 ilivcrsos sc- tlos tlCc:~tl:~s. la II;I coloc;~tlo c o ~ ~ i o  1:) CIII~IC- 
r i a l i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ l o s  juritlicos y ~~crliticos. s:~ 111:is i ~ ~ ~ l ) o ~ t : u ~ t c  dc Anlericn h r i n a  :IS( co- 
1110 IIILI d~ las 1n:is arandcs v cficictites del 
I:! i~~lcr t : , :  clue I:):; co~~horcios pnrticip:ln- 
11.x II:III 111:111il'est:1~lo en 111vc11ir CI \ l c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c -  
I:!. <C (I~IIIIIL'S~~:I COII Ios h o ~ ~ o s  CXIT,IS ol'rc- 
citlos I):W:I ol>lcl~cr cnrl:~ lute suhn.<tado. El 
11rir11cl-o tlc cllos ~ll:lrcti la pal~tn. 1,; Ccib:~. 
(.II el c s ~ : ~ t l ~ ~  'l'rujillo, clue provocti unn prl- 
i : ~  c~~lrc. nllcve c !~~~~l )~* l idorcs .  II:IS~:I :~lcanz:~r 
1111 I)IIIIO (11. 10-1 000 ~ ~ ~ i l l o n c s  de d(ilar,-s. 
I)IICSIO 1x1" el g:~n:~tlor. 
I.;! ~ ~ t r l i c ~ : ~  (lio I:I VLICII:I ;! IIIIII(IO y pro- 
v~ict i  rc;~t.cic~llc..; i r~~ l lc t l i :~~as I I  ;IS1)ri11cip:1- 
1,'s I l l l l x ; l \  (IT ~il l0rl .s (IOIIIIC 10s p;lp~Ies ve- 
I)~*/I~~;IIIII< r l y i x t ~ : ~ r o ~ ~  I I I ~ ~ O ~ C S  c o t i r ~  1 1 1 0 1 1 1 ~ ~  ..
;!\I ~OIIIII \11l)icro11 (Ie v i~ior  I:IS ;ICC~~IICS dc 
I:I< L-III~I~CS:IS i111t~ p:1rtici1);111 CI cxtc IIIICVO 
IIII~III~II~II I~isttirico (Ic I:I in(Iutri:~ petrolera 
1Ic v ~ ~ l l c / l l ~ ~ l : l .  
Yo \c. tl-:11:1 t l i *  11:1ccr Sr:lses: el proccso (It 
. 
111unt1o. So11 111Critos clue no se Iogr;~n sino 
:I I,:lsc (11. 1;1 accl-t:~tla ct)~~~hinac:ii,n dc gerell- 
c i :~  con rccursos hun~anos hien fbrn~i~dos y 
n~otivados. UII historial que se conoce en 
el exterior t:~nto por la cornpetencia como 
par 10.; orjianis111os ('in:~ncieros. ES decir. 
I'dvs:~ ex 1111 socio dcseahlc. 
1.a r ~ I ) i c ; ~ c i t i ~ ~  gcopolit ica del pais cs 
otro ~-1c111cnto clue jucg;~ :I favor. Est;~nlos 
I'ucr;~ tlc zon:ls en c o ~ ~ l l i c t o  "calicr~te", co- 
111ti C'S el C:ISI de 10s grnndcs protlr~ctorcs 
:ir;thcs. ESI;IIII~S 1116s cerca dc clientes clc 
:~lto cotlsrlrllo ;I (~II~CIIC:, I~~MJCIIIOS suplir cnl- 
tlos y dcriv;ltlos ell f o r n ~ : ~  co~~l'i;~hlc y con- 
tinua. lo cu:ll es una g;trantia dc ; ~ l t i s i ~ ~ ~ o  V:I- 
lor crl 1111 n~unt lo quc no pucdc pcnnitirse 
i n t c n ~ ~ ~ ~ ) c i o n ~ s  CI sus 1)rocesos productivos 
o el1 el l icl  sun~ i~~ is t ro  dc scrvicios puhlico.; 
cscllcl:llcs. 
Nota propia .. 
W m  STREET JOURNAL AMERICAS." 
is petroleras invierten- -- . cada vez .. . m& 
dens parte &l dinerO: % se I colocard en proyectos de ~ & k k a  Latinu- 
. . . I  . .  
"OR ANXE RLIIAFE~UERC mente uS2.500 millohes. W&GOO mi- c o n ~ ' ~ u 6  s6lo,el43%de 10s e&evia 
1 r l p n l ~  WAU m m  Jorsm.\~ Nones m h  que el m o  anterior. un in- tados esperaban aumentar % in 
'ON - Por segundo a80 crernento de 32%. En Amoco. donde versiones de capital para.actnids 
vo, las grandes ernpresas el presidente del directorio, H. Lau- des  de exploration en 1996ensupa& 
-s del mundo han puesto.en rance N l e r .  se jacta delU&ito" del una reduccidn cuando se mmpar  
~ n a  serie de ambiciosos pm- - p ~ a ~ d t ? r e d u c c i o n d e  gastos. la. . m n  51% en la..encuesta.d$.ado p? 
rle inversiones para hicer inveni~jn y 10s gastos de exploracibn sado. Y aunque la mitad dl10 qUe al- 
.a caida tanto de tos precios subiri3.n en un hasta aicanzar menm'an 10s gastos en e x P l o S 6 -  
10s m e e n e s  de ganancias USS-1.700 millones. ' :-:". ' . en otros.paises, algo que se avlene 
zios b h i w s  corn0 'el refi- ~n Shell, ]a eStadounidense - , lB  resultados.del ailopasado. el 2 L  
-la buena parte de este di- de Royal DutchlShell Gmup of Cos.. de los entrevktados planean unar+ 
aiocara en 10s pmses petro- los e,ecutivos.deen;que hab& de ducci6n en esa &a. cornparado co- 
-4merica Latina. destina ~ . u x ) , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  a - d l o  el 10% en el atimo sondeo- . 
rta de un autentico hn;. A Muchas de 1% c m ~ ~ a a s  m&la debilidad de much% de m i o n  Y produd6n en I%.'& re: ,grandes,. ppr el contrario,-se ha- presents un:amento de m600 m'- 
mantenid0 a note por la. ft~- d, mitudes fundamentales del Nones; el y 3390,~ copparado an : sus operaciones, rerient *, adem& a n  batantes 1as.cornpadia.s 
van a registrar fuertes lgg5- Hate q.eF *os d a ,  Perm- - :de haber m u a d o  : w a d a m  
:' zoil anurci6 que su'prehpuesto de. de tras ,merimentar .reeb 
-sporcentuales en su cuenta gastos de'q3pipseiiadeUSS474 rm- - .  tnreturaciones ,en ,aos;,recientes es. "Hace que uno se pre- Itones, un pequefio gumento-cuando ' ..uEs% aprendicndo a pre ~ m o  puede ser que esten gas- se cornpara am.'lds. US472 presu- ' hOs bajos- iiice ~urk. :. . - , 
.as dinero en un momento 
. puestadospm 1995. Yekpresidente I .  -; Sem uia encu&a que Tjng -6 dl  como el actual"; dice Paul . . , . . 
. , . . . . . , . . : .del dirrctorio deChmnCorp., Ken . analjsta. de ~alomon Brothers- fil  
.alista deSalomon Bmthers - .. . ., . .  
aYork  .: 
I Dem,, indico . d F @  .rpla , M e n @  : hecho sobte los e s f u e m  de mnfnn &nveniente en d'futm. , . .: 
qspuesfa,, no obskte, es ,,, "toes un n e g ~ i o  alargo p l w ,  r e ~ o n  dCrepreSnmlesdelseftor ; ~ d ~ ! o s P o r ~ ~ e d e l ~ P P n ~ P a l ~  gue 1% lnverslong de la ympaifla . ,,pmductores de petr6Iq;.Exxon re 
reducir gastos adnunistn- dice Victor Burk experto en la indus- . dmte e& .ado .lmaran, lo ,l.dujo sus gastos de operacimes 
manem agresiva y con  as ; Pia p e w  era de !a firma de audito- . - menoslos U m l m ~ o n e s  de lS95; , mas dC millones desde]B 
tecnotogias. que tambien ,.ria Y Gfforia Arthur. Andenen. ..aunque d e i ~ , ! a ~ p , , e r t a ~ ~ ~ p a r a  1994, -wa ansiderand 
n ~ s t o s ,  grandes~etrole- ; YLas cornpafa eitAmtratando de , , incrementadost :~.:i~,~-,:,;, .: , ! ..,om reduecibn.de USSW . r m l l o ~  logrado salir de-la inactivi- ;:verlas.WsF.a.lWPlazo".. : : ; : Las. pequ- ,empresas, petmle- . : este:aljo. . ~ ~ ~ i l  ha*cido 
siguro a.la g u e m  del Golfo >''Estamos.. reduciendo . nuestms .- rias no emulan , . i d a m e n t e  los . . m,"qnes.en, costos, durantetete~:utt 
:on gran cantidad de a- 'mtos y mnseguimos mejores resul; 
efwtivo parainvemren ,, kdOs., dice lUrred "n"enms eirgashde capihl delos m o s  dos vlos Y p m ~ s  rPrmchm- 
.; . ' , :. , . dente del .directorio de Inc, ~ I O S O S  ,prque las qmp- de s e  . USSl.MX)mrilonespara fines de 1991 
~pital. . ' gunda Imeasufren- mas con lacaida Amoco ha reducido - apmximadl 
Ice es mi.5 inip0rtante -eve- DeCrane* la Wmpaia 
. de los pmcios de ] a : m h a  y:e] p e  '?men& mi1lone.q en gasm e ie ppan p a e s  corno Ecua- tard jsus 'gastDs de 
. ' ~ 1 ~ ~ .  Una nuem enmesta. rea~i- . a o s  mentes ,  dice 'Ting, mienm 
d o ,  Colombia 0 Venezuela. . 'pita. . . . . - . I e n a n  ?%* 'legar . zada par P;rthur &dersen &a. en- ; :gue Texas d u j o  USS200-rmllone prcduct0V de. Cl'Udo-. el , :'a los USS3.500' &Ones e n .  lgg6? 
'm .m ejecutivos.de.las pMcipales en ,1995 .y . q~ie re  eliminar q&, 
ie estas inversiones se dedi- .USS500miu0nes1miis queen 1995. Te- ~companiasdegasogaso@ype&jleo~~- '&JSSILH),rmllone~ en 1996. . . . . . . 
om,,ectos de exployj6n -xaco aument6sus gastos de mpital . , . . : . , .. . . .  - . . . . . I . . . : . . .  . . . .  
un 11% en 1995'trashaberlos aumen- . -- 1611 en  aquellos pmes . que :. 
perspectivasrentables., . .tad0 en-1993 y 1994.. '. .. ' I . 
. : . .Y la tendencianoparece que v;iya 
& v i d e  ~c;ador . . 
. a cambia. "Vamos a- seguir in*-. ; 
ic Richfield co..(Ar&) e* .liendo mucho hasta el final. de esta 
do  enEcuador, Indonesia. el d w a " ,  a a d e :  DeCrane, m e n  : 
Norte. ~ r g e l i a  y Qatar.,uno- ..prevk crecimientos anuales dk una ., 
p hadicho que va a concen- mediadel15% anual para este quin- . 
esfuerzos en el.sudeste de quenjo, De manen  slrmlar, 10s eje- ; 
e .el.Mar.CBpio. Philips Pe- .cutivos de  Exxon Cop. expresamn 
[Co. tiene previsto invenir el ' hacevarias sernanas a 10s anaiistas 
s u  presupuesto de explora- '.de Wall Streetrque tenian planeado 
is250 millones) en moones m e n t a r .  su presupuesto anual- de 
qerica Latina 10s paises de . exploracion y prcduccion hasta el ,. 
qua -Union Sovietica, el a o  2000 a entre USS5.W y-USS6.000 
dedio y Africa Occidental. millones. La cifra actual oscila entre 
mes Ibgico, la mayoria de l a  'USW.OW y W8.000 millones. A 
aes que se realicen este ario corto plazo. . Exxon espera gastar 
mucho tiempo en rendir apmxirnadamente un 5'70 mis SobR 
mere en momentos en que la 16s USS9.000.milIones que habia pR-. 
.I mundial de crudo crece a supuestado para 1995. . . .  
un m1116n 3e barnles a1 dia, Arco ha indicado que con todapm- 
.]eras saben que deben gas- babilidad va a aumentar sus,gaStOS 
-Ira situarse en una posicidn de capltal para 1996 a aprox~mada- 
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3 n  the One Hand ... 
The oil opening is succeeding far beyond most people's 
?xpeCtatiom, with three of the first four blocks going with 
'EGs of 50%, plus cash bonuses to PDVSA totalling $125 
-nillion. (See table.) The Success repRSCntS a positive signal 
-or Venezuela-watchers everywhere: The Caldera admini- 
)bation has thrown open the door to foreign participation 
n the economys development, and many of the world's 
argest and most reputable firms are accepting the invita- 
ion. 
This succgs comes on the heels of a tentative agreement by 
-~usiness,laborandgovemment tocmtea new (and eminently 
ensible) severance and pension regimen. One of the last obsta- 
:Ips to the ~ l a n  was overcome on Monday, when Cohindustria 
'resident Pedro Carmona said that the business sector would 
ngree to parhally correct salaries every four months in tandem 
expected inflation -aslongasCenhl Bank ag- to issue 
he rrspective estimates of future inflation. This mnove~  the 
qmposed plan's most serious defect, whereby the adjustments 
would have been tied to past inflation. Experience in Chile and 
~~ther co~nhies has been that forward-looking adjustments 
unctional and non-inflationar~, while baward-lmking ad- 
stments are exactly the revase. 
But on the Other Hand: 
Negotiations with the JMF may have reached an impasse 
lver theadministration's continuing refusal to contemplate 
gasoline price increase and its choice of a bank debit tax 
s the alternative. It's hard to discern which upset thc IMF 
-egotiators mow - Venezuela's failure to eliminate an ex- 
ensive and inefficient subsidy that mostly benefits the 
sr-owning middle and upper classes; or its insistence on 
rushing ahead with a tax which not only generates huge 
listortiom but which could end up destroying an already 
leakened financial system. Either way, unless there is a 
~reakthrough soon, chances are there will be no agreement 
mntil the third - or even the fourth - quarter, if then. (i.e. no 
greement until the situation gets rrally bad - or until the 
mublic transportation fleet has been converted to LNG.) 
The financial system is becoming increasingly kagile, de- 
9ite favorablesecond half 1995 earningsand official asser- 
Ions that the crisis is a thing of the past. At first sigllt, 
~rnmercial banks did well enough in second half 1995: net 
acome as a percentage of assets rose from 3.4% in the first 
elf of 1995 to 4.5% in the second, while annualized rctunl 
I equity rose from 48.5% in the first half to 56.4% in the 
-cond. 
3n a closer look, however, the results are not that good. 
?turnsdid not match inflation (i.e. they were down in rcal 
terms). The banks' apparent profitability is based on highly 
negative rcal interest rates, excessive spreads and on 
sharply higher TEM yields. The system is also grotesquely 
inefficient: according to Sintesis Financiera, transformation 
costs averaged 4.89% of assets in the second half vs. 3.39% 
in second half 1994. 
Moreover, the system is still wa too small (loans out- 
standing = 9.5% of GDP vs. 20% / ive years ago; deposib 
do- 7.3% in real terns in second half 1995) and under- 
capitalized. It is thus vulnerable to internal or external 
shocks. Despite this, many banks blithely continue to de- 
clare cash dividends, rather than reinvest profits to 
strengthen their capital base. (After all, neither Fogade or 
the administration has asked failed bank stockholders to 
return dividends received before the crisis.) 
Loan portfolio quality, which was not very good to start 
with, is likely to worsen this year as the economy - and 
liquidity - contracts in response to the macroeconomic ad- 
justments (that will be implemented with or without the 
IMF). The authori ties may have created an illusion of bank- 
ing recovery by keeping rates negative in 1995, but that 
strategy has pretty much exhausted its usefulness. 
In short, the banking sector remains weak and an IMF 
agreement distant, but there's hope. Not only are some of 
the issues being addressed, but discontent is simmering on 
the streets. That pressure may force policymakers to take 
corrective action soon. 
OIL OPENING got off to a roaring start on Monday, with 
bids far beyond PDVSA'sexpectations. Almostall biddersap 
offering 50% PEG (Participacibn dcl Estado en Gananaas), 
with the amount of cash paid to PDVSAdeciding the winner. 
The winners in tlie first two days of bidding are: 
Winner PEG Bonus 
Giba Mobil - Veba Oel - Nippon 50% $104 million 
wet paria ~ u l f  h p o n t  ( c ~ ~ ~ )  50% S21 million 
cuanare Dupont (Conom) -Elf-Aquitaine 50% none 
bst Paria ~ u l f  ~nron-~ne~echa 29% none 
La Cciba was clearly the star, garnering a total of 11 offers, 
all except two with 50% PEG. Bidding will continue today, 
tomorrow and Friday for remaining six areas. Mean- 
while, the opening is being legally challenged for a second 
time b the same g o u p  of people - the UCV rector, a group 
of pro r cssors, authors and intellectuals, as well as Causa R's 
Ali Rodriguez. The lawsuits both contest the constitution- 
ality of certain clauses of tlie profit-sharing contract, espe- 
cially those exempting corporations from municipal taxes. 
I t  is hoped that the courts will act spcedily to resolve the 
legal challenges so the opening can proceed smoothly. 
~ - - 
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By Daniel Bendahan 
conditions laid out by PDVSA were 
g .much more pragmatic and keep an 
:eye on the.dwclopmcnt and growth 
.of newcomers from industrialized 
Ir) countries which in the eariy yen15 of ' acbowledge Shell's leadership in 
.xi-& cenrurg did not panidpate in the &ping the Crist~jbal Cul6n Gas Pro- 
oil bn%inea sortia also partiapated with. the see- j- ae to unfOmeen 1 1  +d &,'we have to recog- ond highest bid for La Ceiba Block - c ~  had rn be temporarily 
,, 
1:1 
nize the names of Mobil, BP, Elf,. and the third high- bid drPing the. d&~&. 
Cunoco and Amoco, among the suc- whole bidding week 
- - &bidders,,,, L. Ppnezuela stil I  is a first-rate.oiI . ". DanidSmdahar. is the VhPres i -  
;: puthem&irhe:sh'd-ErrOn con:" counny, in spite of some n a .  inter- of 77wDaiLy J o u d  
F I r - t ~ ~ t ~ ~ i l r ~  d r !  ~ I ~ I : ~ I J P I I  Nola propra 
Asunlo clave Nota terceros 
2 3 4 
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#From Pnge 15 
lectcd. Citibauk currerltly is 
dvisiurg Mnr:~vr~r nnd Ctrr~oco 
on extsn~al fina~ring nmlt.c!rs. 
The initial c!n:inrrring 
stages ol' ti118 ~)rojc,rl a r r  
s v l r r c l ~ ~ l r ~ l  for Marc11 I!l!lGs 
whil? t l ~ c  first st~gr!s of l)r.il- 
clt~ctio~r a r  slated for 1998 
with full ~)rotluction flowing 
by 1009. An investntent of 
$900 nrillinrr will be made to 
build a refinery a t  Josd in 
Anzcr6l.rgui st:~t.c. The cngi- 
trrc.rittg 11Irasc~ will llavr an 
invcxtrr~c!lrl. or sorl~c. $ROO nril- 
liorr, (XI prrrc.nt. of ~vlrirlr will 
go to loc-11 c.olrtrai*tors. Al~out 
85 l~c,r(-~*t~t of i~ot~st . r r~ct i i~~r  
will Ire. tlrsigr~:lltrl to Vrrlt!zlli'- 
I;III ~ I ) I ~ I ~ I : I I I ~ I % ,  wlrerc si~tlll! 
X.OIJ0 workrrs will ro~rtr:rtc~tl. 
Ll 1 
Maraven-Conoco 
I deal signed 
- Petr6lem de Venezuela 9.A 
? (PDVSA) subsidiary Maraven 
and Conoco, a unlt of DuPont, 
signed a thre+billion-dollar 
: j  deal last Frlday-to produce, 
upgrade and market extra- 
heavy crude oil from Venezue- 
.1 la's virtually untapped 011- 
noco oil belt, whlch con- 
one of the world's largest oil 
!j , deposits. 
The deal, which hx- a life- 
span of 35 yean, ntarkq the 
" flrst major jolnt venture 
involving a lending interna- 
tional oil corporation in the 
' co~mby's ()c!trolru~n italt~stry, 
nationallzed nlnrost 20 y e m  
ago. Maraven and Conoco 
now wlll proceed to l o r n  a . 
mixed cornpatry called Pe- 
, t rozuata that will produce 
some 120.000 k r L s  a thy of 
hard-to-market trine-degree 
Ir extraheavy rrucles from the 
Zuata rpgion of Ule belt. That 
crude will t~r  converted intn a 
I I more valuable 21 drgree API 
synthetic rr~tcle that will be 
shipped to (:onoco's rrlinery 
I . '  at Lake Charlrs; Lut~kiana in 
the Ilnitrd Statw. 
, . ,, Over thc first four y r m  of 
the w a l l e d  stmtrgir x~qnria- 1 
! ! 
tion betweerr hlaravr~r and 
Conoco, .m t%tin~?t(*cl $1.6 bU- 
I liott will Ire itrvvstctl. while an 
atltlitio~~:d $1.5 lrilliorr will h r  
itrvrstcvl drrring t11r ~rrodur- 
tir~tt JI!I:LSI* 111 tliv vc*~~t~~re*. 
111~ ZII:I~:I ~i*{!iiitr ill llte, l~e*lt 
liijti Il:~rri.ls of r~ntf:r-11c.nvy 
, 1 rrtrrlr rril rr6sr.rvrss. oltIy n 
i s ~ n a l l  j )or t io~i  of the* III!II's 
total 2711 11illir111 I~nrrc'ls of 
r rcovrnl~l~.  cn~~l r*  r(.srww. 
n ~ r  fonrl:tl sigrtirlg crrnnn- 
I rjy tllc vc.t~t~~rr. was II~.I I I  at 
I\.lnravt~tr's (::u:rc.:~s I I I I ' : I I ~ I I I I ~ ~ -  I 
tcw with (:onclc!o's i ~ ~ t t g ~ ~ i n g  
<:hipf Execntivc! Offirrr (:on- I stantine Nicmrrlros nncl Mar- 1 aver1 prrsiilc.t~t Elr~ilio Aboo- 
, I Irmnad signing Ult! c1111111rrents. ; Approxinralely, 40 prrccrlt of 
the initial $1.6 blllicrtr invest- 
j ment will cotnr tlirrctly front 
' the  partnership, while the  
rerndrring GO percent will be 
ral.sed by forrigtr firrancial 
i~ r s : i t~~ t I~ t t~s .  lly . I I I I I ~ *  i l l  nrxt 
yv:rr, :I li-:~il 11:1t1k to rlrrlltlf!t- 
fitl:llli.ill$! 19 I * Y ~ I I . ~ . ~ I ~ I I  to ns wL 
(:or~LIrtued on Pnge 16 
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! Conoco Forms 1 
I Oil Partnerships I 
. Ih . . Venezuela I 
: .-- 
. ' . :, 
i Du~ont Subsidiary Plans 
, .. 
I , i:i - Heavy-Oil Conversion. 1 
! ..' : - Boiler-Fuel Production 
. .',I 
- 
By JAMES TANNER 
: SloJJRrporln o l T i n  WurST11ECT J~URNIL 
: Conm inr.  whlch recently had to pull 
o out of a n billion oil venture In Iran 
' beduse of U.S. objections. plans to spend 
' 
as much on oil projects in Venezuela. 
:r ,me  DnPont Co. subsidiary has signed 
&ments to partidpate in two major 
f ehezuelan projects that promise to accel- 
development of Me heavyoil de- 
'posits in the country's Orinoco Belt. 
The latest. an agreement In prindple. 
: stbed yesterday LnCaraca~. Venezuela. is 
:for..a 51.7 billlon joint venture with the 
Maraven unit of Petroleos de Venemeia to. 
.pyoduce heavy oil and convert It to slightly 
p~re Uian 100,000 barrels a day of syn- 
-metic aude for use by refineries in the 
pb and elsewhere. 
The agreement follbwed Tuesday's 
!sl&ng of a prellmtnarg development 
:agreement between Conoco and three part- 
- to prcduce and market Orimul- 
$cln(R). a boiler fuel that Is 7090 bitumen 
a n d  30% water. The projeet. also 'an- 
hciimced yesterday, Is expected to cost %I20 
, w o n  and d p m e s  100,000 barrels a 
day of the fueL 
' 
"The C o n m M m m  venture was a ~ -  , , -.-- ..~ . -~  
.Qmved by Venezuela's congress in 1993& 
the first of the so-called strategic alliances I 
between Venezuela's national oil company 
. an@foreiga firms. "For Conom and Mara- 
ven. thls alliance offers the opportu- 
nity to show that heavy oil In the Orlnm 
can-be effectively and profitably produced 
: and converted to a valuable product for 
: world markets," Constantine S. Nlcan- 
r dros. Conom's president. said yesterday. 
: Anothersmtegic alllance that Includes 
; France's Total SA also was approved by 
I the Venezuelan congress. 
I In reant months Venezuela's nattonal 
oll company has signed letters of Intent 
I wlth other major oil companies. Including 
AUanUc W e l d  Co. and Mobil Corp.. for 
I proposed joint ventures to develop oil from 
I the Orinoco in central Venezuela. These I Proposed meets haven't been submitted 
, to the Veneruela congress for appmval. 
; Luls it Glustl. chairman of Petru- 
a I B ~  de v-eia. said. a m n t  inter- j vlem that talks also are being held with 
I Chmm Q I ~ .  and otbm. He sald explol- j tatlon of 0rlnoco heavy oil figures pmmi- 
! nently In Vcnrmela's plan to reach a 
Qudeoil capacity of four mtllion barrels a 
day by 2W1 Venezuela currently produces 
1 2 4  m U l h  barreh but has hardly tapped I l k  enormous depadts of heavy oil because 
1 d the special pmceshg required. I Conm said yesterday that Its profect 
Nth Maram wiO pmduce heavy oil from 
a 55.OWyre tract In the Zuata region of 1 theOriaocaTheoilwWbetransportedby 
Plpellne to an upgrading plant a t  the port I city of Jme on tbe Venezuelan coast. 
! In the Orimulsion(R1 project. C o n m  
win have a share. Its partaws include ! mmms OrfDDeo u, or Bftor. the sub. 
: 
; 
; 
!. 
: 
j 
! 
; 
, 
? 
, 
sidlarJr of Pchdem & Veaearela that 
I p a t m ~ t t w ~ m ( ~ ) p m ~ s s a a d  
-: ma~W~thefneltopowerplaaksround 
I thewmid. otherpmtlcipants are Nomay's ( statemned W i l  and a consortium / formed by thc Venezuelan engineering, 
I firms of Jmtesa and Dfstral Tennica. 
' The jointvmhae wW produce heavy oil i ~n the cam ~ e g r o  region of the ~r inoco  
: and amvat it to Orimulslon(R) at a new 
plant to IX construded in the area. 
: The majorfly of Orimulslm(R) wlll be sold 
: to Florida FUWFT and ~ l m t  and, as mar- 
I kets dwelop, the joint venture may ulti- I mately produce as much as 300,000 barrels 
; a day of OrtmuLsfon(R) for markets in the 
I U.S., Europe, Asla and elsemhere, acmrd- 
: Ingto Qnoco. 
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\venezuela9s Joint Venture Auctions 
Under Way, With Mixed Results 
CARACAS - Petr6leos de Venezuela's landmark auction of 
10 potentidy oil-rich tracts is showing mixed rzsults. 
While the auction of the El Sombrero tract drew no interest, 
bidding for the Guarapiche tract was spirited, culminating in a tie- 
breaker m u d  in which four of the five groups submitted the same 
maximum bid 
'93 Sombrero was an areano one liked," says PDVSAPresident 
Luis Giusti. 'The areas are all different, but the d t s  of Guarapiche 
showed the confidence investors have in Venezuela" 
The auctions marked the fk t  time since the oil industry was 
nationalized in 1975 that Venezuela has invited foreign oil compa- 
nies to acquire equity interest in the production of light and medium 
crude oils in the country. 
More than 40 of the 75 q u f i e d  companies in the auction took 
part in the first three days, PDVSA officials say. More important, 
The Guarapiche tract was typical' of the interest 
LONDON - Rising North Sea oil production is making A p u p  comprised of British Petroleum, Arnoco Corp. and 
llobal crude prices vulnerable to decline, according to analysts at Maxus Energy Corp. won the right to explore for oil on the 
le Centre for Global Energy Studies, its atrend which should keep Gumpiche tmct 
-- 
lid on OPEC output 
Prices are likely to drop in the second half of the year if OPEC 
ontinues to produce at present levels, the London-based research 
enter says. The possibility of additional oil from Iraq under a 
T.N.-sponsored humanitarian sale also exacerbates the situation. 
"OPEC's members need to act almost immediately to main- 
tin last year's average (basket) price of $16.90 a barrel in 1996," 
de analysts say in the latest CGES Monthly Oil Report. 
"Restricting the combined output of its members to 25 million 
m l s  a day in the third and fourth quarters will not be enough to 
revent the average price from falling to just over$16 a barrel, not 
tuch better than if OPEC were to do nothing," the report says. 
The 12 OPEC members have been producing up to 25.5 
dllion Wd for several months, or at least 1 million bld more than 
me group's self-imposed ceiling of 24.52 million bld 
OPEC's market share is unlikely to increase before 2000 as 
atput from outside the cartel, pdcularly from the North Sea by 
me U.K. ail Norway, continues to exceed estimates and offsets 
;ing global oil consumption. 
three of the first six auctions resuited in the bidding going to a tie- 
breaker as companies bid the maximum amount 
Under terms of the program, mnoffs become necessary when- 
ever competing groups offer to pay the government the maximum 
(Continued on Page 3) 
&ing North Sea Output Keeps Lid amount of 50% of any after-tax profits they make. In thatcase,gmups 
then submit an additional cash bonus bid that will be paid directly to 
In Oil Prices. OPEC Production PDVSA. 
(Continued on Page 2) 
Venezuela Crude Production Rises Steadily 
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!enezuela7s Joint Venture Auctions Under Way; With Mixed Results 
3ntinued fmmPagc 1) 
The winning group outbid three others 
m a "tie-breaker" auction. BP-Amoco- 
4&us bid$104.9million beyondpayments 
.f 50% of their profits from the field, ac- 
.ording to officials of F'DVSA, the state- 
-wned oil company. 
"The Guarapiche tract is very impor- 
a t  for our slmtegies in Venezuela," says 
IP  de Venezuela President Anthony 
rIayward 'We believe the tract holds large 
=serves of hydroarbom." 
The next highest bid was for $40.9 
d l i o n  submitted by Japex and Teikoku 
:orp. 
Interest in Guarapiche offset the disag 
wintment caused when the El Sombrero 
paa failed to draw any bids. That auction 
was rescheduled Jan. 29. 
' W s  amactive to me, isn't necessar- 
fly amctivetoyoy"saysGuillmoArchi4 
&dent of m v e n  SA, aunit of PDVSA 
EI sombre&, one of ~orpoven's tracts, 
was considered among the 1e&t lucrative of 
.O parcels the state oil company is auction- 
mg off in its joint venture program. 
A group comprised of Conoco Inc. and 
-3 Aquitaine won the right to explore and 
Hevelop PDVSA'S Guanare tract, while 
3 m n  Corp. and Inel- won the conces- 
lion rights to the Paria Este area. 
On the opening day, a group comprised 
t~f Mobil Carp., Veba AG and Nippn Oil 
b. bested 10 other groups for the La Ceiba 
The joint venture program is expected to 
play an important role in PDVSA's goal of 
inmasing its current production capability 
to 5.5 million bid by 2005 from its current 
29 million bld 
Under terms of the program, foreign oil 
companies will cover the risk of explora- 
tions in 10 tracts. If oil is discovered, a joint 
venture wmpany would be formed between 
the foreign company and the PDVSA a m -  
ate to develop the area. 
The joint venture would be taxed at a 
67.7% rate on profits, and at 16.7% on the 
value of production, standard taxes for the 
Venezuelan oil industry. 
Under the pmedm, joint ventwe com- 
pauiesalsocauld&topaysomeother 
@on of its after-tax pfits,  no higher than 
~ W O ,  to the state. This extra amount to be paid 
by thepint venture company is the part of the 
foreign investor's bid to develop the area 
Venezuela gradually is reopening its oil 
i n d u s h y t o p r i v a t e i n ~ t w o d e c a d e s  
afteritwasnatieInthepan2 1/2 years, 
Venezuela agreed to joint venlms with for- 
eign investom. AU have occuued in capital- 
inmsivepxujects, suchas~vationofmar-  
&fields,ordevel+ofheavy&in 
the country's Orinoco tar bek 
With the help of the joint-venture pro- 
grams launched during the past two yeas, 
PDVSA is pressing to boost its m d e  p 
duction capacity to 5 million bldby 2005, up 
from itscurrent 2.9 million bid. Joint-ven- 
a while Conoco Inc. won the offshore ture programs launched in 1995 are ex- 
-%ria Oeste tract pected to contribute fmm 500,000 bld to 
PDVSA says its joint venture program 1 million bid of that total. 
sould add about 517,000 barrels a day to 
rJenezuela'soilpmductioncapacityby 2003. -Peter Wilson 
Yersiun Gulf Supertanker Rates Poised to Decline 
Persian Gulf supertauker rates could 
Becline because of limited demand 
During the six weeks ending March 5, 
mkers count 104 supertankers available for 
Jading in the Persian Gulf. Owners with 
~esselsavailableforpmptl&gmlikely 
-3 settle for lower rates, brokers say. 
Supemnker rates from the Persian 
3ulf to Japan and Singapore are assessed 
a Worldscale 65 and WS60, respectively. 
Xarters to Northwest Europe and the U.S. 
'iulf Coast are assessed at WS57.5 and 
dS55, respectively. 
Some brokers say inquiries for super- 
tankers could be limited because shippers 
are trying to arrange charters "quietly." 
Shippers, concerned that owners would 
raiserates if they openly enter the market, 
are trying to arrange charters without put- 
ting out open bids. 
Freight rates remain highforAfrmax- 
category (80,000-deadweight-ton) charters 
from the Caribbean, Northwest Europe and 
the Mediterranean, brokers say. 
Stonns in the North Sea and Carib- 
bean earlier this month caused port clos- 
ings and lightering delays, brokers say, 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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- Maraven-Conoco pact .is good news 
of addiUonaI international markets. 
Being a producer of heary crude, 
Venezuela has a great disadwntage as 
an OPEC member. Application of the 
current quota system means that 
every single barrel of extra-hea~y 
crude emacted in Zuata e l l  count 
against our quota, regardIess 01 effort 
and cost for converting such barrels 
into commercial oiI. When are we 
going to reassess the pros and cons 01 
maintaining our OPEC membership? 
By the way, the mining law as draft- 
ed is very rest1M31~ and according to 
our sources wodd not aitmct foreia 
investors. Venezuela is sitting on a 
variety or idle mi.ng which should be 
offered by means of public tenders. 
Horvever, we h a w  fa be realistic. This 
is a competitive world and Venezuela 
is competing with other mining coun- 
tries that are currently offering more 
attractive tenns and conditions. 
,erefore, the drafted mining 1, 
requires urgent amendments if we 
redly wmt to obtain an important 
By Daniel Bendahan 
The outstanding oil news of the 
week was, undoubtedly, the signature 
of the Maxaven-Conoco contract for 
joint operations in the Zuata area 
(south Anzoateguii \kith the objective 
of producing extm-heavy crude of 9 
API prih-. to be then convened into 
commercial oil of 21 -MI grz~& by 
applying a highly sophjsticated tech- 
nology. 
According to the announcement of 
the parties concerned, the initid 
~nrpsrment rill be $1.3 million during 
tltr rjrsr four yrarr; (199699:) of tile 
ngrrt.~tlc.nf. plus ;I siniilw nntount in j i -  
. i ~ h r  followititlg pcricriod 
Basifally, the ekra-heay cn~de dl 
1 be extracted in the Zwta area trans- ! 
. ported tluougli a 210-kilometer pip* 
line ta Jose (north Anzdcgui), when- . 
t h e  conversion process r i l l  take 
place, and then the flnal product 
esporred from the Jose terminal to 
international niarkets. The parties are 
aiming at initiating such expo* bY needed influx of foreign nuTenCY but influx of foreign capital for developing 
' yc~2WO. also acquisition or new technologies. our mining resources 
Obviously, this is one of the most developnlent of an isolated area in the ' 
important agreements recently interior of Irenemeia, creation of new Daniel 3- is t f rc  vice m- 
rrached by the Venezuelan petroleum sources of employment e opening dent o/TheL?aily J m d  
" 
- 
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Apertura Petrolera 
y Desarrollo Economico del Pais 
Luis E. Giusti 
Presidente de Petroieos de  Venezuela, S.A. 
Caracas, 25 de abril de 1995 
Hemiciclo del Senado, Paiacio Legislativo 
Congreso de la Replibllca 
Cornision Bicameral de Energia y Minas 
Debate Nacional sobre la Apertura Petrolera 
--- 
Since rhr narionslizarion o i  I'enezuela's perroleurn i n d u s ~  on 
lanuan. 1. 1976. various consolidations haire occurred as dernon- 
srrsred belo\\,. 
PREDECESSOR JANUARY 1976 COORDINATION 1977 INTEGRATION 1978 1986 
Exxon Lagoven 
Lagoven Lagoven Lagoven Lagoven 
Amoco Amoven 
Shell Maraven 
Maraven Maraven Maraven Maraven 
I Phillips Roaueven 
Talon Taloven 
Chaner Vistaven 
Meneven Meneven Meneven 
Mene Grande Meneven 
Gulf Guariven 
I Sun Palmaven Palmaven 
Llanoven 
Sinclam Bartven 
Uanoven 
Mobil Uanoven 
Corpoven 
Boscanven 
CVP 
CVP CVP 
CVP 
Texaco Deltaven Deltaven 
Corpoven D 
Source: PD VSA 
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Elemento de imaqen 
Asunlo clave 
, /I Apertura petrolera 1 
II I 5  paivlrde N 6rbii;omd umbr&h Chrna conunm- I lal y hlF2 h t.da Oc Cuba aim baio la d imdun dc Fldel ' 
, . . . - . 
.L 23 dc cnero de 1996.38 &b;;daputa del23 
de mm de 1958, fccha quc d w m  no quiem 
m r d a r ,  x initid lo quc Y ha dmominado h . 
*aperma permlea* pzn significpr h pinidpa- . 
d6n d d  cdpird privadq enrvliern o nzcionq 
cn laind&pcmlcra vcriaolma quc fuc M- 
' donaliuda cn 1975 d a p u a d c  un lrrgo pro<* 
dc madumibn qoc comuu6 b c n t c  el 23 de cnem 
M p d o  sc a+& h a a  $ompo, .a .; 
,? , .. .. .... :, 
rmc r& &m o l d a s  i & n  con su tide- I 
9 
10 
I 
121 
dc & mundo quc u a&6, por.nunro N p k m -  
m a l o  m absa luo rna r~c~cqu iv~~do  y a&& ya no 
de 1958mnel a d ~ a u o d c  kdernocncia y h finali- 
2aoQ de la diapdura quc a w h b a  r h r m  PCra 
. J i m t n a . .  ;. 
... 4 ddcnleplcntc, un p m  cn t i m e  y cn pmitivo par : 
: : m [ o  cn lm,ulrimmv&te e6m h emsoda y la politi- 
o m u n u  han ~ M d o  m a  rnndomuddn profund& lo : 
.'qucoblig. P dquicpl ira  buuar, lo ukripiduncnte ; 
" posihlq invnarsc cn h economia mundial y r cns  un : 
mmponamimro poliriw acordc mo lm nu- tiempot ! 
; No m van0 my6 cl Mum de Berlin, dmbalo de scpxa- j 
. ~ a ~ d e d m m u n d ~ y n o a d l a t f d i m c n d 6 n d c h  
Uni6n de Rcptiblias SodalLras SoviCuns y su apmura i 
' cn la c m d  libze i d  aue lo vicncn lucicndo ,dodol . 
11.1 adnm primcm g xgundo, mu,&o mmos pucdc hnba 
13 [ e r a  mundo. 
, . -  
m a n n u u m n  h mod&Cii,n, m pnmcr rkmtno, d d  : 
m o  l e l ~ n o r a c l g t a r q  ~ n d m a  pcvoquimle con su , 
cm/cor 
Nota Dropia 
Nola terceros 
15 
16 
17 
18 
- 
3 4 
i. E!fiucnoltas ires dc grsn imponancia y uzamdcn- 
cia quc deh i amm abordv mn  p r o d ~ u d ,  ya que dc 
alg* mcdo cnin ntndas a kr mtcriara cama s n  bna 
n u m  potitin dcvidcnda quc runimp k a d  poliua . 
.: habiucioml y que conlcmplc d i m &  d d  nponc obligp- . 
,i lorio d d  b d a ,  lm parmom y las m b j a d q r a . ~ m a  en 
la acrual, un aponc wluntario de IcsdivnSr'seaora dc ! 
~larocicdadad,ilrindi~lq cwpaativaq ajpr'dcahono, i 
ioaituro dc prcn.$do, sodcd.de civil- e ~ . ,  quc p&ia- I 
nos dcaomin& ahono snlidario:i\d&o unn modhi: ! 
Qdbn a fondo dcl -or educati~o, dtrde la primuia . 
, ham b cducaddn mpuior, que busque la o r c r h d q :  i 
:. p ~ q u c c l i c  l ~ & d i a t g m ~ r i a r y u n i v a ~ l a g  lo, : 
w r u y a  par olnaqucrapandnn a1 rmdimicnro y a k  ; 
supcnadn, mra para m u d i l n l n  mma para pmlmru .  I 
No se puedc vivir dorando cl pmdo  o mmo roQ I 
dccir un vicjo amigo, dcndo d fururn por el apejo rcrro- I 
v k r .  Ldapmpiadd.aavizorrr el p m m i r  con dcncia y I 
mn imuiubn, mmbiindo la tknica con la cwriencia' : 
y d conocimicnro dc la roci&d D i i ~  an pucdc ur. / 
comphccr, cs & bicn orimllr y ~ l b m  todo dccidir 
opanunamcnrr . . 
Enc 23 dccnvode 1996 p u c d c k  el bitc,.de f idcsde . ,  
siglo para marar cl m b o  dcl p r l h o  y coosvuir una 
s,&dad m b  iwra, cquiLinda p gcncrav donde la cali- 
a d  dc vida no so una quimua sino uril realinid ccr- 
.'awmhziz nrgr dc valor agrcgado dncncadawrc : 
' :dtlm llamadm p m c r m . w a h a j o "  dc bdwuiaIiza- I 
d4n;d'elurmrcnrbonifem;y&hgcnmd6ngdkmn3u- ! 
:d6n de .aagia  ellmicd, hidro a tamoel&o. m w- 1 
. gundo lugu, h .nodemimaim O h  rredimcnnona- i 
m iam)  dcd Fmdo 1 lodm 1- nivelq.nadonal, mldl y I 
munitipd y m  rodermfaatag Podcr Eicyivo, Leg& 1 
' h h o  y&~djciaL No s pudc roporrar mas un Esudq .i 
i:inc6denn'tin&z, darochador y promofor dc la cm . 
mrpdC& En r m r  lugu la aonomia prinda, indumia, ,! 
mmurio  y w i d u s ,  dchicndp una clam, p m c k  y tur, i 
0% o o k i o  cconbmica con rcdas mficicnrrmente ., 
x, 
:') 
Ic l :~ l inr ,  cl ~m del F mmo wmbm%lt  ~utomolor y 
urn mmpletl poiidca dc ulmpoxc pGbliw colccliro; la 
d c I i i 6 n  de urn n u m  pal i t in .wbkr issooocl l r ia  I 
q u c h i n c  clanualmnmldc ambioy lo&rup p r  
un r*m m% fiaiblc y quc d i  mayor rcguridd a lor I 
CUSiila in.icnioainar, 
eI.entomo / Caracas 
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ELDVWIO RROM LA RELIGION OTRO 
ECO?KhfL4 HOY n LRnMAS NOTICM EL CA~TAC 
Elemenlo de imaaen 
' &unto clave 
L sincma de deddone. en 
matcria ccodmica dcl p r e  
wnte goblano b w  mrregir, 
Ias d a c i a r m  y orom w- 
meddm en Im Wdmm d o %  o u a  coo 
1 
paridad dcl bolivar. a ocar dc Ias 
La . . apertura petrolera: 
una '+efiaI'positiva 
. . 
.. .. 
&en- mariobrrs c&&tisas dc al- 
gun- lumdoru dcl dohr Brad?', una 
paulrtina y a p m u n  d c l a  mmrmc- 
&n por concmona, quc abriri un 
~ m p a  urrcmautc cn cuanto a In 
rporud6n de u p i d  y tccnologi~ ,
En & sentido, cl o m  prpmo Ln- 
p o w r e  riene quc v c r w n  un. polid- 
a pcawlm con vid6n prmpecdva y 
a u k  p a n  lmvaridaar&ns.AlLi m- 
Pa ia n p m u n  p m l e n ,  que s610 en 
su p h u a  rouda licit6 8 do las 10 
i r a  En cfcao. va a aroducir d d -  
I bri cl.mpl& d c  profd;a&s cn las campm rmpxivos y &a que re-: 14 .auctink oan 10s mudim &oeco- I n6micrn dc o m  p r o f a i o d a  y ad* mis obrcms u dcor, M a ser un im- 15 ~ u l s o r  imeoruntc dcl molm. Esrc a 
g a d o r .  cl.wasorcio ,4ic.btl-~cba g 
Dbppont-Con-, garanrimon un 
bono ndidonal car 125.L97.845 dbk- 
Jesris E. Mazzei Alfonzo 
- 
d o 4 " q u c  avizora para cl fim ffic- 
pm p m p m i w  para quc concurvn 
g m e n  oms cmprtsas nacionala c 
intcmndonala 
Fsa a una i n e q u i ~ ~ ~ ~ s n l a l d e  c - 
r h  arnt&iw, de mofunu cn.cl 
pak oar pane dc los invem'onistas in- 
. . 
tcrnadonala, y dcia mudos a lm pon- 
citiudora dc ofitio, car cl signifit=-- 
do quc a r o  dcnc p m  k ~ o l u c i 6 n  
ccon6mici de la aadbn. Dcbo lamcn- 
tat quc un grupa de mmpauiom li- 
d m d m  por c1 r m m  de la UCV. 
havan inrroducido una dcmlnda dc 
in&nrtiruaonnlidadante la Cone Su- 
prcffia, con argummros d C b k  y 10- 
talmcnte cquivcudns, F r o  -do 
a una rocicdad dmmdrica. min 
cbn un gmvc detaioro a la man'bn ' 
dcl M c m  dc la UCV, por Im vidrios 
mms y p u c d a  dcnntidd T ime  us- 
red la' palabra. 
El orocso de a n m r a  o c a o l m  n 
a nmficar una imporrantc inycccibn 
de inwncibn awas nbaio con 12 in- 
d u n r i a v c n u o l ~ a .  lo & dcbe re- 
dun& eo poocr [& nuarras =pa- 
ndaaes gercnciala p s a  una h o u r  
m'alizad6n inregradon y gcnuadora 
dc actindad cmn6miu. 
Findmentc apoyo rsu iniciadva 
dcl pais. Em rcconforta laauurarima 
cn la Nati6n y felicito a Luis Giuxi y 
dcrrds dirccrivas dc P d v q a  Emh 
hrrictg y panicukrmcntc a nucsuo 
icfc dc Esada. Rafacl Caldera, oor su 
'"I Ash a suc  las c m P r a u  rnedianv n s  novedoar, que van cn bencficio 
ybicaci6n 
C m / C o L - . -  -,- , . 
N o t a ~ o e L k - . - - -  
Nola lerceros - 
19 
. . 
.duplazaron a los gipntcr del negw dcl aparato ccon6mim y como i l  afir- 
cia, quir.5 dcbido a quc cUasa.rlap mi5 una vn,  "hay que dominar cl pc- 
taron mis eficicntcmcntc p a n  ara rrdlco" y cnimo que lo %amor dc- 
piimaa ronda dc liciraci6n inrna- momando y hadendo.. 
Elcrrrcrrlo rlc I I T I ~ ~ C I I  Nota propia 
Asonto clave Nota terceros 
I Bitlimenes Orinoco S.A. 
(Ditor), Petr6leos d c  Vene- 
I 1 zuela SA. WDVSA, subsidiam 
earnings responsiblk for the manufa;- 
Maraven stands to earn ture and marketing of Ve- 
approximately $260 million a nezuela's trademark boiler 
year from its multi-billion-rlol- fuel known a s  Orimulsion, 
j lar joint venturr wit11 Conoco, which competes directly with 
scheduled lo go onstreami in coal in electricity generating 
I998 when production begins. plants. That deal involves two 
1 Conoco, on the other hand, foreign companies, a private 
has not made puhlic its pro- ; Venezuelan consortium and 
jectrd r aminp  from the deal, Ritor to form a mixed compa- 
but intiustry sorrrces have said ny aimed at exporting orimul- 
its profits conld at least dou- sion mainly t o  the  United 
blc the mount  its Vcnezuelan States. 
' p m l e r  expects to obtain. Conoco wiIl hold a 35 per- 
Conocn '11as n pretty good cent stake in that joint ven- 
- deal" l~ccause it will benefit ture, which also involves Stat- 
' bot.11 fro111 thr joint venture oil of Norway will1 20 percent, 
operations in Venezuela as  lnversiones Jandis, aVenezue- 
wcll as from rtafining nnd mar- Ian consortium comprising 
keting tlw \'enezurlan CNI~PS Gmpo Jansa and D i s M  T6r- 
in the I!~ulctl States, an indus- mica wit11 10 percent. Bitor 
4 try source said. will hold the remaining stock. 
LIntlc.r tllc strategic associ- The proposed mixed com- 
ation wit.11 A l ; ~ r a r ~ n  signed pany will invest approximate- 
" I:nt I.'rielny, ('ollorn and M:lr- I!, $320 million over a 16- 
I 
I '
, 
! 
! ;lvc.n will I~oltl ;III c!clual 111onth periotl to  const.ruct 
: I I I I O I I I I ~  of SII:I~I!S i l l  :I IICW N I I ~  clpmratc a new nrimulsion 
c.r,rlll);oIy r~;Jlt~tl I'c*lrrr~r~:lta tn ])rocl~~rtion n~odu le  in the  
c~xt.r;lt.~, tral~sltort, ~ll~grntle Orinnco oil 11011. 
: I I I I ~  111arkr1 sscln~c It'O.(NM) II:u- Tlte facility is r x p ~ c t c d  to 
r ~ l s  :Itl;~y of I~~w<l~mlity 11inc~ I~orst. V~-nrz~lrla's c~rin~rllsion 
111.gre.c. Al'l t!xlr;tl~cmy c ~ d e  protiuctioll capacity fly some 
fretrrl t11c.Ori11cc~o nil t~clt. That 100,000 h.arrf!ls a day cquiva- 
I-nltle will I)r ronvrflrd inti) a Irnt iron1 thr rntl of I!JRG, or 
lllorc. v;~lnnblc 21-dcgree MI hrginit~g in 1997. 
syt~tl~rtic. rnltlr klr procrssing Approxirnat~ely four n~illion 
;I!. ;I (!IJIIOI.II refincry :tt Lakc I~mrls a yo;u cqllivalent iron1 
( : U I S ,  I i i  in I I r u t  tllc nrlclitir)nal outp~~t .  w'll be 
.I (-11 stnttss. .. . I*X~M)III.II io thr ~ o r i r ~ : ~ l  f ( h e r
(:I I I IOI-O'S i111tgoing c l~ief  ; I I I I ~  I.ig11t. C O I I I I ~ ~ I I Y  in I,llt! I r -xc~r~~rliv~~ ~, 'iie. sr ( 'o~~st:u~lisc~ ll11it.1~11 St;tt.~*s I I I I I I I ,~  :I 20-ycar 
Nic~.u~~lroh t l ~ ~ ~ ~ l l l r r l  11, ~jro!~itll> sllllllly c.ontr:~c.t. sig111.11 last 1 i s  t i  i s  a yt!iu. I 11,'s ~,~I$I*I.I .  I.:IJTI~II~S fro111 IIII! I 111,:d. 
hf:~r:~v~v~ [~rc~si~li*r~t. 1C111ilio 
, ~ ~ I ~ I I ~ I : I I I I ; ~ I ~  111111 rtbportcrs. 
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PDVSA 
El prograrna de inversiones de Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. (PDVSA), contem- 
plado en el Plan de Negocios 1993-2002, persigue la creacion de valor para 
la Nacib, para la caporocion y para d secicx petrolero nacional, medionte 
el fortdecimiento a largo plazo de la actbidad pefrdera del pais, Se trota de 
un programa de 48.500 millones de dolares que cwnprende inversiones en 
exploration y produccion, refinacion, desarrollo de Orimulsion, transporte y 
otras importantes areas, de cuyo monto, un 65% sera cubierto con recursos 
propios y el resto, con la participation de terceros. 
El programa se orienta poc 10s siguientes critefios: 
= El aprovechamiento oportuno de la base de recursos 
de petrdeo y gas de la Nacitxl. 
La generacih -mediante un esquema prcducko y no 
rentista- de ingresos crecientes para 10s planes de 
desarrollo del Estado venezolano. 
Con este marco de referencia, la aperiura del sector petrolero a la parlici- 
pacion de capitales priiados, bajo el control de la empresa estotal, aparece 
como la via mas apropiada para explotar intensivamente 10s recursos 
petroleros disponibles y aprovechar las oportunidades de mercado que se le 
presentan a Venezuela. Una consideracion fundamental es que, no obstante 
disfrutar de una saludable siluacih financi~a, el flujo de caja de PDVSA no 
permite cubrir en su totalidad las inversiones requeridas. Por otra parte, es 
necesario complementar la capacidad tecnol6gica y de ejecucion de la 
corporacitxl, para acorneter, en su totalidad, el programa de invecimes. En 
tkrninos de nacih, la apeiiura ofrece la opci6n de desarrollo m b  inmedida 
para la expansib econhica y el mqcfarniento social dd pais. Una via alter- 
no que se ha desechado, es la del aumento del endeudamiento interna- 
cional de la corporaci6n. Tal opcih luce poco acmsqable en virtud del yo 
abultado peso de la deuda externa del pais, de nocivos efectos para la 
soberania nacional, 
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Base de recursos 
Venezuela dispone de ingentes resewas de hidrocarburos. Ademas del gigan- 
tesco reseivorio de crudos extra-pesados de la Faja Petrolifera del Orinoco 
(270 MMMBbl explotables con la tecnologia actualmente disponible), cuyo 
aprovechamiento se adelanta a haves de las asociaciones estrd6gicas para 
la explotacih y mqoramiento de dichos crudos, y de su uso para la prcduc- 
c i h  de Orimulsih, existen expectcrtivas de descubrir nuevas reservas, en el 
orden de 10s 40 mil millones de barriles de crudos livianos y medianos, en 
diferentes areas del pais. Estos yacimientos representan una . .. opcion de 
enorme utractiio para Venezuela p a  su atta rentabilidad. 
La produccion incremental que se obtenga de la explotacion de estos 
yacimientos, permitiria aprovechar la flexibilidad que se deriva dd hecho de 
disponer en el sistema global de refinacih de PDVSA, de una capacidad de 
refinacih superior a 10s vd~imenes de crudo que se suministran actualmente 
desde Venezuela. En otras palabras, se capitalizarian las ventajas que ofrece 
la integration vertical de PDVSA a escala mundial. 
El n~ercado internmional 
El crecimiento de la demanda mundial de cwdo hasta fines de la presente 
dkada se estima en alrededa del 1.2% intefanual, es decir, un prmedio 
cercano a un mill& de barriles diarios de increment0 cada afio. Este aumen- 
to de la demanda sera aprovechado primordialmente por aquellos exporta- 
dores que esten en condiciones de expandir su nivel actual de produccih. 
En 10s paises productores No-OPEP, la magnilud de la oferta se preve practi- 
camente estacionaria hasta el fin de la dkada. Si bien se esperan aumentos 
de produccion en paises como Colombia, China y Wetnam, estos se corn- 
pensarian con una acentuada caida en 10s EE.UU. y Rusia. Las posibilidades 
de expansion se concentran entonces en 10s productores OPEP, en particular, 
en Arabia Saudita, Kuwait, Iran, Irak, Emiratos Arabes Unidos y Venezuela. No 
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obstante, en virtud de 10s limitados recursos financieros de estos productores (y 
tambien de productores No-OPEP) para acometer las inversiones n&esarias, 
su factibilidad de expandir el potencial de production estara sujeta a la 
captacion de recursos financieros externos. D e  alli, la cornpetencia entre 
muchos de estos paises por atraer a 10s inversionistas petroleros interna- 
cionales. 
El marco legal ' 
El M'culo 5" de la Ley que Rema d Estado la Indusiria y el Comercio de 10s 
Hidrocarburos preve las asociaciones con entes privados en aquellos casos 
especiales y de conveniencia al interes pliblico, mediante la autorizacion del 
Congrem de la Repirblica, y a cmdicib de que se garantice el control por 
parte del Estado. Tomando en consideracion la importancia de proveer 
medios rentables para impulsar el proceso de desalrollo ecmomico y social 
dd pais, y en presencia de la qmdunidad que ofrece un mercado petrolero 
mundial tcdm'a en expunsion, y de la disponibilidad de un enorne pdencial 
de recursos, las ascciacimes en explorocion a tiego se presentan como la 
opcib de desarrollo mas inmediota y rentable. Estas asociaciones permitiran 
la explotacib oportuna de 10s recursos cmvencimales de crudo, para que 
PDVSA este en capacidad de garanlizar el apotte de ingresos que el pais 
necesita para su desarrollo. Este proposito contrasts con las dificultades 
financieras que afronta d pds, las cudes, aunadm a la necesidad de apoyo 
tecnologico y aseguramiento de mercados, hacen conveniente e impres- 
cindible utilizar la forma asocicrtiva para iniciar con empresas internacionales y 
nacionales la explotacim de estos recursos, en concordancia con las previ- 
sicnes dei Articulo 5" de la Ley. 
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Exploracion y production con terceros . . 
Venezuela cuenta con vastas extensiones territoriales susceptibles de ser 
exploradas en busca de crudos ~ ~ n ~ e n ~ i ~ n a l e ~ .  Si  embargo, a1 no existir 
certeza sobre la exkitencia de petroleo en esas areas prospeciivas, las inver- 
siones para buscarlo eston sujetas a riesgo. En las areas mas promisorias, 
pudieran encontrarse entre 7 yy23 mil millones de barriles de c~dos l~anos y 
. .J 
medianos, asi como unos 10 '3il~nes de pies cubicos de gas natural. Las 
inversiones requeridas para cornprobar la ekstencia de estas resewas se esti- 
man entre 6 y 8 mil millones de dolares, sujetas al riesgo de . . no encontrar 
petroleo. 
En terminos de tiempo, a PDVSA, con la perspectiva actual de disponibili- 
dades financieras, le tomaria unos 25 ahos llevar a cab0 esta campaha 
explorutoria. Con el concurso de terceros, este lapso puede reducirse a unos 
8 6 10 afios. Es importante considefar que el aplazamiento de esta inversih 
podria significar la p&dida de oportunidades de mercado que pudieran no 
repettirse en un futuro mas lejano. P a  otra parte, el establecer con certeza la 
ekstencia, o no, de 10s recursos petroliferos, elimina la incertidumbre y permite 
a la corpaacib planificar su desarrollo sobre bases mas didas. 
En consecuencia, Petroleos de Venezuela S.A. se propone desarrollar un 
esquema de asociacion enmarcado dentro del r6gimen legal vigente, que 
sea de aceptacion nacional y que constitu\/a un proceso transparente de 
negociacion e instrumentacion, Para el pais, el esquema debe permitir la 
captacih de capital nacional y extranjero, debe garantizar el control de la 
nacih sobre el recurso natural, mantener el control gerencial de costos y per- 
miiir la captura de la ganancias derivadas de alzas sljbitas de precios o del 
hallazgo de vdOmenes de crudo mayores a 10s esperados. 
Por ova parte, .el esquema debe ser airactivo para 10s inversionistas, quienes, 
entre las opciones que se les presentan en diferentes regimes del mundo, 
prefieren aquellas que ofrezcan reglas estables, retornos competitivos, recu- 
peracih rapida de capital y control de las operaciones. 
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Proceso de licitacion international .. 
de nucvas areas exploratorins 
La escogencia entre 10s inversionistas se hara buscando aquellas opciones 
que permitan el mayor grado de participacion adicional del Estado en las 
ganancias, despues del ISLR y la regalia. Esta participacion sera constante 
durante el pen'cdo de recuperacih del capital utilizado por el inversionista en 
la campaiia exploratoria y aumentara progresivamente luego de que este 
recupere las inversiones. Se exjgira, que cada empresa o consorcio pariici- 
pante en la licitacion presente un programa explordorio minimo. 
Esquema de asociacion propuesto 
Luego de examinar exhaustivamente las distintas modalidades de asociacion 
en conlrdos de exploration a riesgo, se propone el esquema de asociacion 
de ganancia compartida ("Profit-Sharing Agreement"). Bajo este esquema, el 
inversionista privado asume el 100% de las inversiones de riesgo en explo- 
racih. Si la exploracih es exitom, se constituye una empresa mMa con una 
de las filiales de PDVSA, para producir y comercialiiar el pelroleo, fl Estado 
Venezdano participa en 10s mismos thinos que aplica actualmente a las fi- 
liales de PDVSA, es decir, con la tarifa fiscal vigente de 67,7% por concept0 
de impuesto sobre la renta, luego de deducir el 16.67% correspondiente a 
regalia. 
El esquema de ganancias cornpartidas es una evducibn perfeccionada del 
esquema de asociacion de produccion compartida ("Production-Sharing 
AgreemenU), que, a grandes rasgos, se desandlaria de la siguiente manera: - 
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Previa aprobacion por parte del Ejecuiivo y el Legislative National, 
el MEM y PDVSA proceden a la licitacih de areas. prospectivas' para la 
exploration. 
Los inversionistas ganadores de la licitacion desarrollan su programa 
exploratorio en busca de petroleo. 
En caso de encontrarse petroleo en cantidades atractivas economi- 
camente, PDVSA decide su participacion hasta un 35% en una 
empresu mixta con 10s inversionistas. Esta empresa realiza las aclivi- 
dades de production y comercializacion petrolera. . 
La empresa mixta cubre sus costos y paga sus impuestos. Los dividen- 
dos resultantes son cmpartidos, de acuerdo a parametros definidos 
en la licitacih, entre el Estado y 10s inversionistas privados. Si bien las 
economias de cada area desarrollada varian de acuerdo a sus 
condiciones geol6gicas especificas, la experiencia international indi- 
ca que la reparhcih ck las ganancias bqo este esquema estan en 
el aden de un 85% para el Estado y el 15% restante para l a  inver- 
sionistas privados. 
Las inversiones totales para d desarrdlo de estas areas nuevas productoras 
de petrdeo se estiman en d aden de 8 a 10 mil milones de &ares durante 
la proxjma dkada. Cabe destacar que el proceso, el cual implica cuan- 
tiosas inversiones en la bhqueda exploratoria de petroleo, tiene importantes 
efectos a cat0 plazo en !us cuentas macroeconhicas dd pais. Se esiima 
que, luego de cmcluir el proceso licitatdo a principios del aAo 1995, se ten- 
dran importantes entrodas de Msas, a parlb & ese mismo do, del aden 
de varios millones de ddares en las cuentas & capital del pais, fatalecien- 
dose de esta manera las reservas internacionales venezolanas. 
Adicionalmente, 10s beneficios de este esquema, donde otras empresas 
asumen el riesgo exploratorio, son cuantiosos: por una parte, consolidan ia 
imagen de Venezuela c m o  un p ' s  atractivo para la inversion exlmnjera: por 
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la otra, no sdo por 10s beneficios derivados de la prcduccih y e~r lac ion  
adicional de 500 MBD de petroleo, sno por 10s efectos indirectos que esta 
actividad genera, reflejado en la cwnpra de bienes y secvicios para sudentar 
tal capacidad de produccih. 
En resumen, el esquema adoptado, de asociacib de ganancia compartida, 
rqX2Senta una modaidad ventajosa para el Pais y para la c ~ o c i h ,  en la 
cud el riesgo de inversib inicial es asumido pa el sccio privado. Este esque- 
ma permite, con arreglo a1 marco legal vigente, el aprovechamiento opor- 
tun0 de nuestra base de recursos. Brinda beneficios concretes a la Nacih. 
deniro de un prcceso signado por la transparencia, y ofrece la opcib mas 
apropiada para asegurar el aprovechamiento de las -oportunidades de mef- 
cado, 
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To begin I would like to extend a warm welcome to all those present at this 
Hemispheric Energy Symposium; and also to express my sincere gratitude for your 
participation, which again confirms the importance of the energy theme and our 
countries' desire to continue exploring ways of energy cooperation, in search of 
development and the welfare of mankind, within a framework of respect and 
protection of the environment. 
I am sincerely grateful for the initiative of the Secretary of Energy of the United 
States of America, Mrs. Hazel O'Leary, to arrange this great event based on 
complementing the agreements for your c o u n t v  and for Venezuela, as a result of 
the energy theme considered during the Summit of the Americas, held in Miami 
last December. Two of the Action Plan sessions developed there urged 
hemispheric cooperation to promote sustainable energy development. Following 
these principles we, today, open this Symposium whose co-chairmanship 
represents a special honor for my country. 
The fundamental energy role, in economic development and the achievement of 
human welfare, makes it an element of primary importance for all countries in the 
world, the main difference among them being that some are essentially producers 
and others mainly consumers. This fundamental role, together with the overall 
relationship existing between energy, economic activity and environment, as well 
as the basic role corresponding to their technology, underlines the relevancy of 
the search for world energy stability in its economic environmental and poiitical 
aspects, in addition to the generation, diffusion and application of technology - 
towards this end. 
Venezuela, conscious of its responsibility as a world and, especially, hemispheric 
energy producer, and also conscious of the  significance of its energy resources as 
a platform for its relationship with the outside world, has been carrying out major 
efforts in promoting energy cooperation and integration which led to the recently 
held IV International Energy Conference with the objectives that its results would 
promote economic development and the well-being of the hemispheric and 
international community. 
Therefore, the Government of President Rafael Caldera is firmly committed to 
promote energy as a fundamental instrument towards international cooperation, 
economic integration and development; as well a s  to achieve a balance between 
the degree of economic development and the  existence of authochthonous energy 
resources for the  different countries of the  international community. 
Venezuela believes that energy cooperation is a fundamental element for the 
elimination of this dissimilarity between development and energy resources in 
different countries in order to obtain a better degree of balance in economic 
development and human well-being at  an  international level. There are peoples 
with high development levels and low energy resources for their sustenance and 
growth. Other countries present a low degree of development even though they 
pocess a significant surplus of energy resources. Most countries do not have a 
considerable level of development nor energy resources. Finally, very few show a 
balance between a high degree of development and their energy resources. 
Cooperation to eliminate these dissimilarities must be carried out with an integral 
focus, considering natural a s  well as technological and financial resources all of 
which are  required for a harmonious development of energy resources; in keeping 
with economic activity and the conservation of the environment. 
It is difficult to do  justice to the great importance of technology in contributing 
towards the achievement of development. Technology, as a driving element of the 
ma!or progress achieved by mankind during the last frfty years must necessarily be  
present in the treatment of the trinomial Energy-Economy-Environment. The  
importance of this issue cannot be  overly emphasized. 
Within this framework, hydrocamon resources, especially abundant in my Country, 
due  to their producibility, transportability and combustibility play a decisive part in 
meeting the increasing energy needs for development, highly concentrated in 
various regions of the  world presently seeking this development. Owing to their 
characteristics these resources a re  clearly of a hemispheric dimension. As with all 
resources, they constitute natural bounties-their good of bad use depends on the 
user. They are not contaminating elements per se - as some would have you 
think. Nature in its great knowledge, is constantly carrying out a self-balancing 
task, it is man who breaks the equilibrium - therefore, the resource must not be 
blamed for the damage brought on by its misuse. The taxes on carbon a s  an  
example of this type of confusion, which have been proposed on certain 
occasions, do not solve the core of the problem of the inadequate use  of these 
resources and, on the contrary, would allow their continued use by those who are  
able to pay said taxes without being significantly affected. These measures are 
lacking in sincerity, authenticity and identity in solving the actual problem. 
Meeting the increasing energy requirements for the progress of mankind 
represents making huge investments many of which will be  related to conservation 
of the environment during production, processing and energy use. Technology 
will also be a necessary and essential element in the production of energy per se 
as well as in its rational use. 
Lacking these elements, it will be  impossible to continue supplying the required 
energy to maintain the immense world economic structure, which has  been based 
on fossil consumption since the very beginning of the industrial revolution. Since 
then, world economic and social development have taken place mainly at  the 
expense of the depletion of these substances. 
As Alvin TofFier well said in his book The Third Wave, one  of the basic features of 
the  Second Wave in the progress of humanity, begun with the Industrial 
Revolution, was the massive use  of concentrated energy sources (initially coal, 
and  later on oil and gas). However, the option of turning fossils into the energy 
b a s e  of the  industrial process, and the social development that followed, may also 
b e  considered a s  a crime against lese-humanity, by subjecting the noble 
molecules, formed during millions of years in nature's marvelous manufacturing 
plant. to extreme high pressure and temperature conditions, to be burnt in a matter 
of seconds and always in a n  efficient manner -just  consider all the automobiles 
with badly tuned motors presently circulated in different regions of the  world. 
In this fashion, resources which are  used for other purposes may be  destined for 
more noble uses, with ample possibilities - for example in the petrochemical 
industry, which has  made great progress in the materials used today for many 
purposes, also presenting the increase in aggregate value as it goes  through the 
transformation process. At the s a m e  time, their depletion may exclude the 
possibility of a better use  of these resources by future generations, which may 
eventually deprive them of elemental building blocks in the manufacture of many 
of the materials they will need. 
Subsequently, there is a need for a less nearsighted vision of the  energy use of 
hydrocarbons - which today is essential for development, as a consequence of 
decisions taken a long time ago. But this is not their only use, nor should they be ' 
used this way until their depletion, nor without taking into account the 
environmental issue, if development is to be maintained in the  long term. 
A continuous and growing energy supply is essential for the orderly evolution 
without traumas to the hemisphere and world economy, and this is the reality 
which we must face in a responsible and solidary way, in seeking the 
development and well-being of society and man. The existence of resources does 
not seem to be  a restricting factor in achieving this objective, rather the capacity to 
discover these  resources and convert them in available energy volumes por their 
u s e  in economic activities, in increasingly difficult conditions. 
All of this will require an  hemispheric effort, where fundamental responsibilities 
correspond both to the consumers and producers, with a view to maintain the 
business economically attractive, for the producer and the consumer, the supply 
stability and marketing, and to protect the environment. These  efforts must be  
kept within the concept of continued development, being aware of the 
interdependency among producers and consumers and the incentive of a 
harmonious coexistence, that promote and encourage global development taking 
into account the interest and benefits pursued by all. 
These efforts shall be carried out within a complex framework, distinguished by the 
concentration of growth demand in developing countries. Furthermore, 
environmental-global considerations, especially those resulting from the 
Framework Convention for Climate Changes, are  pressing for an energy intensity 
reduction in countries' economies and for a reduction in emission levels of the so- 
called gases of greenhouse effed. On the other hand, even though energy 
demand growth is concentrated in developing countries, it is not in those countries 
where the capacity for generating financial and technological resources is 
concentrated, so  necessary to achieve continued development. These 
complexities must not be viewed as contradictory, but as supplementary 
opportunities. To take advantage of these opportunities it will be necessary to 
overcome significant challenges through creativity and political will, bearing in 
mind concepts of interdependence and harmonious coexistence, as well as 
common interests and benefits pursued by all. 
In closing, I wish to take advantage of this opportunity to reiterate Venezuela's 
desire to be  a nation open to the world, friendly with all nations, deeply concerned 
about the destiny of the human race - especially in these times of crisis and deep 
changes; at  present more aware than ever of its own difficulties, but at  the same 
time more willing than ever to find understanding and cooperation among our 
peoples and governments. This attitude reminds us today of the great days of our 
history. In this search for hemispheric dialogue, understanding and cooperation, 
we are gathered here to exchange points of view, identify the interests that unite 
us and work on them to attain progress for all. 
Once again I wish to show my appreciation for the attendance of all those present, 
the initiative of the Secretary of Energy of the United of America, Mrs. Hazel 
O'Leary, and the contribution of those whose work has made this symposium 
possible, to which I augur with all sincerity the best success. 
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11 . THE CASE OF VENEZUELA 1 
4 FOR THOSE OF US WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE AlRLlE HOUSE 
PREPARATORY MEETING OF THE MIAMI SUMMIT OF HEADS 
OF STATE OF THE AMERICAS LAST DECEMBER, THE MERE 
FACT THAT THIS MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE ON 
HEMISPHERIC ENERGY COOPERATION IS TAKING PLACE 
CONSTITUTES AN IMPORTANT STEP FORWARD IN THE 
DIRECTION OF FOSTERING INTRA-REGIONAL TRADE AND 
INVESTMENT IN THE FIELD OF'ENERGY. 
THIS CONFERENCE OFFERS THE AMERICAS AN 
OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE A PERMANENT DIALOGUE 
BETWEEN GOVERNMENT, PRIVATE INDUSTRY, 
MULTILATERAL ORGANIZATIONS, INVESTMENT BANKS AND 
ACADEMIA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ENERGY 
INDUSTRY IN THE HEMISPHERE. A CONCRETE AGENDA FOR 
ACTION SHOULD COME OUT OF THlS MEETING. 
VENEZUELA HAS TAKEN FUNDAMENTAL MEASURES TO' 
RECOVER THE PATH OF ECONOMIC MODERNIZATION AFTER ITS 
DEEP FINANCIAL CRISIS (WHICH AFFECTED CLOSE TO 70% OF 
THE ASSETS OF THE BANKING SYSTEM IN 1994), NAMELY: 
4 REVAMPING 'OF THE TAX SYSTEM 'AND CREATION OF AN 
INDEPENDENT TAX AUTHORITY (SENIAT). , .. 
J FREELY-TRADED BRADY BONDS' TRANSACTIONS IN THE 
CARACAS STOCK EXCHANGE HAVE CREATED A MARKET- 
RELATED EXCHANGE RATE FOR THE BOLIVAR. 
4 FURTHER LIFTING OF EXCHANGE CONTROLS IS PLANNED 
FOR EARLY 1996. 
4 INCREASE IN GASOLINE PRICES. 
VENEZUELA HAS TAKEN FUNDAMENTAL MEASURES TO 
RECOVER THE PATH OF ECONOMIC MODERNIZATION AFTER ITS 
DEEP FINANCIAL CRISIS (WHICH AFFECTED CLOSE TO 70% OF 
THE ASSETS OF THE BANKING SYSTEM IN 1994), NAMELY: 
4 CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL OF THE CALDERA 
ADMINISTRATION PROPOSED OPENING OF THE OIL 
INDUSTRY TO FOREIGN INVESTMENT., 
4 NEGOTIATIONS UNDERWAY WlTH THE IMF FOR A THREE 
YEAR ADJUSTMENT PLAN STARTING 1996. 
4 SIGNING OF AN AGREEMENT WlTH THE INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCE CORPORATION (WORLD BANK GROUP) TO ACT 
AS GENERAL ADVISOR IN THE PRIVATIZATION OF STATE- 
OWNED UTILITIES AND AS INVESTMENT BANK IN THE SALE 
OF THE MARGARITA ISLAND UTILITY SYSTEM. 
THE VENEZUELAN INVESTMENT FUND (FIV) IS A GOVERMENT 
OWNED HOLDING FINANCIAL COMPANY IN CHARGE OF THE 
PRIVATIZATION PROGRAM 
4 OWNS ASSETS WORTH $10 BILLION IN SUCH INDUSTRIES AS 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS, UTILITIES, AIRLINES, BANKING, 
SHIPPING CONSTRUCTION AND MARINE TRANSPORTATION, 
HORSETRACKS AND AGRICULTURAL PROCESSING. 
4 RECENTLY FORMED A TRUST WITH THE CORPORACION 
VENEZOLANA DE GUAYANA (CVG) FOR THE PRIVATIZATION 
' OF ITS AFFILIATES BAUXILUM, CARBONORCA, ALCASA AND 
VENELUM (ALUMINUM), SlDOR (STEEL), AND FESILVEN 
(FERROSILICON) 
4 OVER 50% OF TOTAL FIV'S ASSETS ARE IN THE ELECTRIC 
UTILITY INDUSTRY (CADAFE, ENELVEN-ENELCO, AND 
ENELBAR). 
* rl 
FIV'S ACTION PLAN FOR ITS ELECTRIC 
UTILITY ASSETS AND COMPANIES . 
- 
 
a SUPPORTING ENERGY MINISTRY POLICY DECISIONS: 
NEW MARKET ORIENTED REGULATORY 
FRAMEWORK PRESENTED TO THE ELECTRIC 
ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION (CREE) ON. 
SEPTEMBER 26,1995 
RATIONAL TARIFF SCHEDULE FOR ,1996197 
@ RATIONAL ENERGY PRICES (OIL, GAS, HYDRO) 
@ PRIVATIZATION PROGRAM FOR 1996197 
THE MARGARITA ISLAND UTILITY SYSTEM IS SLATED FOR 
PRIVATIZATION IN JULY OF 1996 
J . AN INTERNATIONAL RESORT, DUTY-FREE ISLAND 
J 15 MILES OFF THE EASTERN COAST OF VENEZUELA 
J 1'46 MW GENERATING PLANT 
4 I00  MW SUBMARINE CABLE 
J TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS 
J DEMAND RISING AT 8910% PER YEAR 
92% EFFECTIVENESS IN COLLECTIONS 
J ALMOST 90 THOUSAND SUBSCRIBERS 
! 
FIV'S 1996 PRIVATIZATION PROGRAM 
I ENELVEN-ENELCO ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE VENEZUELA. ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE LA 
ENELBAR 
C.A. ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE 
BARQUISIMETO 
BASIC. FEATURES 
MARACAIBO, ZULlA STATE 
ENELVEN: FOUNDED: 1940 
STOCKHOLDERS: FIV: 99,97 % 
- 54,123,268 STOCKS 
OTHERS: 0.03 % - 16,688 - 
STOCKS 
ENELCO: FOUNDED: 1989 
STOCKHOLDERS: FIV: 99,99 % 
- 13,289,222 STOCKS . 
OTHERS: 0.01 % - 2 STOCKS 
BARQUISIMETO, L A M  
STATE. 
FOUNDED: 1984 
STOCKHOLDERS: FIV: 99.60 # 
OTHERS: 0.40 % 
BUSINESS DESCRIPTIONS I 
INTEGRATED COMPANIES THAT GENERATE, 
TRANSMIT AND DISTRIBUTE THERMAL 
ELECTRIC POWER. CONNECTED TO THE 
NATIONAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM, FOR 
HYDROELECTRICITY. 
LABOR FORCE: ENELVEN: 1.702, ENELCO: 
AN INTEGRATED ENTERPRISE THAT 
GENERATES, TRANSMITS AND DISTRIBUTES 
THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER. CONNECTED 
TO THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC SYSTEM FOR 
HYDROELECTRICITY. PRIVATIZATION 
INCLUDES ASSETS OWNED BY CADAFE IN 
L A M  STATE. 
LABOR FORCE: 897 
- 
FIV'S 1996 PRIVATIZATION PROGRAM 
SECTORICOMPANY 
ENELVEN-ENELCO - 
ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE 
VENEZUELA. 
ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE LA 
COSTA ORIENTAL 
ENELBAR 
C.A. ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE 
BARQUISIMETO 
= 
CAPACITY 
ENELVEN: 
INSTALLED: 1,336,4 
MW 
ENELCO: 
INSTALLED: 40 MW 
INSTALLED: 150 
MW 
IN USE: 120 MW 
PRODUCTION 
AND SALES 
GROSS: 3,630,900 GWH 
NET: 3,508,950 GWH 
SALES: 7,582,150 MWH 
GROSS:172,953 GWH 
NET: 172,680 GWH 
SALES1,491,500 MWH 
GROSS 1,628,800 GWH 
WITH BOUGHT 
ENERGY: 1,164,520 
GWH 
SELF GENERATED: 
464,28 GWH 
SALES 1,424,840 GWH 
SALE SCHEME 
PRIVATIZATION PLAN: 
MlNlMUN SALE OF 79,9 % OF 
SHARES AND MAXIMUN OF 
89,9% AT EACH COMPANY TO 
A SINGLE INVESTOR GROUP 
AND EMPLOYEE STOCK PLAN 
OF UP TO 20% 
SALE OF A MlNlMUN OF 79,65 
% OF SHARES TROUHG AN 
INTERNATIONAL TENDER AND 
AN EMPLOYE STOCK 
OWNERSHIP PLAN OF UP TO 
20%. 
VENEZUELA - BRAZIL ELECTRIC 
INTERCONNECTION PROJECT 
- 
J MAY 1994 BRAZIL-VENEZUELA CONSULTATIVE MECHANISM 
4 PROJECTED SALE OF HYDROELECTRIC ENERGY FROM 
VENEZUELA'S EDELCA TO THE STATES OF RORAIMA AND 
AMAZONIA (BOA VISTA AND MANAUS) 
4 A 400 KV LlNE FROM MACAGUA II TO THE BORDER AND A 
500 KV FROM THE BORDER LlNE TO MANAUS 
4 PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SYSTEM OF 1.000 MILES 
SLATED TO BE OPERATIONAL IN YEAR 2000 
4 $ 470 MILLION INVESTMENT FOR A 1.000 MW 
'TRANSMISSION CAPACITY 
4 ADVANCED DISCUSSIONS ON SUPPLY AND PRICING 
ARRANGEMENTS 
DATOS GEOGRAFICOS. BOA VISTA MANAUS 
VENEZUELA 
0,35% (1994-2000 
